




EDITORIAL

WHY THE UNITED
NATIONS DOES NOT
COUNT IN THE EYES
OF US IMPERIALISM
On October 30 2009 the United

Nations Assembly again voted on the
US Blockade of Cuba. This is one of
countless UN votes taken over many
years protesting this inhuman
embargo-blockade against Cuba that
President Obama supports.

The result of the vote taken was
the following:
187 in favor of lifting the embargo
3 against (USA, Israel, Palau)
2 abstentions

So the vote was taken, recorded,
and after this vote the UN delegates
went for refreshments, until the next
so-called "democratic vote" will be
held, and the US imperialist policy
will still rule in the United Nations!

Why did not China or Russia
propose a resolution condemning US
for this Blockade and for going
against the wishes of the
absolute majority of UN members and
against the UN Charter itself?

Why did not the other so-called
"democratic" countries (all 187 of
them) speak up and protest this
undemocratic action by the United
States?

That is why more and more
people of the world look at the UN as
a front for US imperialism and its
policy of building their New World
Order!

By these 187 countries not having
the guts to stand up for what is right,
they are just as much to blame as
US Imperialism!

These 187 countries should again
re-read the United Nations Charter,
in case they have forgotten to what
world body their country belongs to!

May we suggest that Mr. Obama
and Mrs. Clinton reread the UN
Charter also, because eventually
they will be held responsible for
subverting this Charter!

WHO WAS AND IS
BEHIND THE COLOR-
CODED REVOLUTIONS?

Of course to the majority of people
in this world the answer is US
Imperialism! But all of these "color-
revolutions" were and are portrayed
in the Western media as popular,
democratic revolutions, in which the
people of these countries demanded
"democracy, accountability and full
freedom." But in reality these "color-
coded" revolutions were and are very
heavily funded by the so-called
"independent" NGO organizations in
the West!

These Western NGOs and media
are very heavily funded to organize
opposition groups, protest
movements, newspapers - which are
meant to create a public perception
that "their" candidate be put into
power. Bit in every case where these
"color coded" revolutions took place,
"their" candidate is always the
Western US-favored candidate,
whose election campaign is heavily
financed by Washington.

Just one example will be sufficient
to illustrate the manipulation that was
used in Yugoslavia in 2000, which led
to the overthrow of President
Slobodan Milosevic. US funded
"consultants" from 1989 until 2000
which played a very crucial behind
scenes in virtually every facet of anti-
Milosevic drive - running so-called
"opinion" polls that were of course
anti-Milosevic, training thousands of
paid activists; importing special non-
erasable spray paint cans for
spraying anti-Milosevic graffiti by
organized and paid students; printing
over 2,000,000 anti-Milosevic
stickers that were pasted all over
Serbia with the message "He's
Finished": which became the anti-
Milosevic revolutionary

catchphrase.

Now it is a known fact that the US
funded National Democratic Institute
worked very closely with Serbian
opposition groups and it organized a
Revolutionary Seminar in October of
1999 at Marriott Hotel in Budapest,
Hungary to put the final touches to
the overthrow of President Milosevic.

As is now officially revealed, the
CIA and the US State Department
were heavily involved as the New
York Times newspaper revealed that
the Washington -backed Agency for
International Development and the
National Endowment for Democracy
financed and trained the student
OTPOR organization.

The same scenario had
transpired in Georgia, Ukraine,
Russia, Kyrghystan and other former
Socialist countries,

Another CIA project is the US
Freedom House - it is chaired by
former CIA Director James Woolsley
and this Freedom House was a
major player in the "Orange
Revolution" in the Ukraine in 2003. it
funded and printed 60 opposition
newspapers and journals plus
supported and financed radio and TV
broadcasts.

The same formula is followed in
Central Asia, Latin America and
other countries where the US New
World Order wants complete control.

The ultimate goal of US New
World Order is to start a new world
war with China and Russia.

That is why there is a great need
for UNITY amongst the progressive
forces! The danger is real!

HOW WEST GERMAN SPIES
PLANTED JOKES INTO THE GDR

In just released files by the
present German government, the
West German (CIA) spies were
instructed to infiltrate the German
Democratic Republic and plant
amongst the people anti-socialist
jokes, such as this one; "What
would happen if the Sahara
Desert became Communist?
Nothing for a while, then there
would be a sand shortage!"

Besides industrial sabotage,
spies and embargo, the CIA said
that it was one of its most popular
services. Said one former West
German-CIA spy: "It was our
biggest hit!"



NEWS FROM FORMER USSR

US MOVING ITS MILITARY
BASES CLOSER TO
RUSSIAN BORDERS
From Voice of Russia - Oct. 22,2009

US Vice President Joseph Biden
was last month on his European tour,
and while in Prague he met the
President and the Prime Minister of
Czech Republic. Eastern Europe still
is a very important part of US
strategic plans in Europe.

During the recent US negotiations
in Warsaw, Poland, US wants to
create a more mobile ABM system.
Prague will be purchasing the
newest American supersonic
fighters.

Meanwhile Romania is involved in
other military US planned operations
as well as Bulgaria, despite the US
promises to Russia, the US is
constructing its military bases in both
countries. Romanian base is nearing
completion while the Bulgarian
bases will be ready in 2011.

According to the US newspaper
"The Stars and Stripes" the US will
station more than 4,000 troops in
Bulgaria and Romania.

This plan was adopted by former
administration of George Bush and is
being followed to the letter by
President Obama, which plans to
have American troops and military
bases as close as possible to
Russian borders.

COMMENT:
Is the Kremlin sleeping? Or who in

the Putin-Mpdvedev inner circle is in
bed with the Pentagon?

CLASSICAL DANGER OF
REVISIONISM AS
PROMOTED BY THE CPRF
From the newspaper MYSL-
Moscow, Russia, August 1, 2009

"The classical revisionist of
Marxism today is Gennady
Zyuganov, the leader of the
Communist Party of the Russian
Federation. He is a good orator, an
expert demagogue and a good

writer, publishing books one after
another, praising Marx and Lenin on
one page and attacking them on the
next page. A first class opportunist, a
long time member of the Russian
Duma, always reaching for the top
and bending over and over to please
his masters of manipulation.

On his web-page of the Russian
author Saprykin - www.prometej.info
in an article "Right opportunism - the
main weapon of the bourgeois in the
struggle against Unity in the
communist and workers movement."
Zyuganov mixes orthodox religion;
idealism; demagogy; private
enterprise; collectivism; Russian
chauvinism; for the unity of the
former White Guard policy and mix it
into the Red Bolshevik Policy;
against the present Oligarchs but he
supports 100% Khodorovsky the
multi-billionaire and anti-Communist!

Zyuganov does not believe in any
revolutionary struggles. All of us
remember his phrase he states all
the time: " Russia has had its fill of
revolutions!" Also, people remember
that he urged his CPRF followers not
to demonstrate in defense of the
USSR and the Supreme Soviet
Building when it was being attacked
by Yeltsin's cannons and tanks,
where hundreds of Soviet patriots
were killed. Zyuganov urged his
followers to stay at home, do not go
unto the streets to protest or to
defend the USSR! He also
abandoned the necessity of the
dictatorship of the proletariat!

Zyuganov always writes about the
hardships of the Russian people, as
if the counterrevolution and the
demise of the USSR did not affect all
of the other Soviet nationalities. He
only talks about the "Russian
question", Russian ideals" saying
that this is "patriotism".

This is nothing more than
bourgeois nationalism, taking on
social-chauvinism - which is
complete opposite of what
Communism or Communists stand
for!

Lenin urged: "Struggle against
such opportunists and social
chauvinists - they are the
enemies! We must cleanse them
out of communist parties.

CHINA URGES RUSSIA TO
ESTABLISH COMMERCIAL
PLATFORM FOR ITS BUSINESS
From Russia's Novosti News -
September 12-29, 2009

China's Ambassador to Russia,
Hui Li, has called for Russia to
establish "a commercial platform in
Russia" for Chinese businessmen,
where Chinese goods can be sold
openly and urged that the present
Moscow's Cherkizovsky Open
Market be closed and China to open
its Open Market there.

IS PUTIN AGAIN EYEING THE
PRESIDENCY
From Wall Street Journal's
correspondent in Moscow

At a recent question and answer
session with foreign correspondents,
the present Russian Premier: "gave
the clearest signal to date that he is
considering a return to his job as
President." This was said to an
audience of 45 foreign experts on
Russia. Putin stated that both he and
Medvedev will decide which one will
be the President in the upcoming
2012 elections in Russia.

This plan is to have Mr. Putin be
President until 2024 as per the law
that Putin and Medvedev put into
place before.

TENSIONS ON THE RISE
BETWEEN RUSSIA-GEORGIA
From Associate Press

Russia has warned Georgia that it
will detain ships entering the
territorial waters of Abkhazia, whose
independence Moscow recognizes.
Lt. General Trufanov, head of he
Russian Coast Guard said: "We will
do everything to ensure the security
of Russian state and Abkhazia. This
warning came after a series of
Georgian seizures of ships in the
Black Sea waters of Abkhazia -
which Georgia still claims as its own
territory.



CLASS STRUGGLE IN RUSSIA
Comrades:

On October 26th the
administration of the FSUE (Federal
State Unitary Enterprise, State
Corporation for Air Traffic Control,
http://www.gkovd.ru/wwwX/. Our
note) issued an order to forbid
access to the building and offices
belonging to the trade unions to the
president of FUATC/R (Federal
Union of Air Traffic Controllers of
Russia, http://www.fatcurus.ru/. Our
note) to the leadership of the local
union of the FSUE and the officials of
the elected trade union bodies.
The electronic passes needed by the
union officials to access the
company were revoked and security
was instructed by the director
general of FSUE to prevent them
from accessing the premises of the
trade union.

The premises held by the trade
union, which were granted by virtue
of the agreement adopted on May
25th 2007 between the general
director of FSUE and FUATC/R,
according to which the office located
in the building of FSUE (Moscow,
Leningradskii Prospect, dom 37,
korpus 7, kom. 254) was allocated
indefinitely and without charge to the
Executive Committee of FUATC/R
and to the local Union Committee of
FSUE.

As long as the administration had
no major disagreement with the
representative of the amployes
according to the conditions laid down
by the collective bargaining with
FSUE the administration respected
the agreement adopted on May 25th
2007 with regards to the premises of
the union.

At some point the local union
committee of FSUE repeatedly
appealed to various authorities about
violations by the director general of
FSUE, Gorbenko, V.M of the
collective bargaining adopted for
2007-2010 and the conditions of the
agreement of 19/05/2009 together
with other instances of violation of
labor legislation. Only in the last
month Moscow's prosecutor's office
to oversee implementation of laws on
air and water sent three citations to
the director general of FSUE,
Gorbenko V.M. regarding the
violation of labor laws and one

warning against violations of the law.
However, director general of FSUE,
Gorbenko V.M. ignores these
warnings.

Currently the director general of
FSUE is not conforming to three
main agreements signed by the
employer:

• The collective bargain of
FSUE for 2007-2010;

• Agreement of 25/05/2007
about the allocation of an
office to the union
representatives to develop
their activities;

• Agreement of 19/05/2009
about the increase of wages'
effective July 2009 in
accordance with the
collective bargain in force.

It is necessary to note that these
three documents were signed by the
head of the Federal air Navigation
Service Neradko A.V.

The fact that the trade union
representatives have repeatedly
appealed to the prosecutor's office
has been used by the administration
as an excuse to block the passes of
the union representatives.

As a result, the employer has
deprived the union representatives of
the access to all the necessary
documentation about the union
organization, press, foundation
documents, telephone and e-mail
communication with the outside
world, etc...

Detailed information about the
labor conflict may be found in the
following site:
http://www.fatcurus.ru/main.html

The executive committee of
FUATC/R calls on everyone to
express class solidarity and support
by sending letters of protest, by fax
or telegram to the following
addresses and with the following
text:

Director General FSUE
Gorbenko, V.M.
Moscow, 125993, rCll-3, A-167
Leningradskii Prospekt dom 37,
korpus 7.
Fax+7 (495)601-0746.
Tf:+7(495)601-0899

We are outraged by the class
arbitrariness of the leadership of

FSUE led by director general
Gorbenko" V.M. with regards to the
members of the executive committee
of FUATC/R and the representatives
of the local union.

We demand that the union
representatives be immediately
allowed to the premises they are
lawfully entitled to occupy in the
building of the director general of
FSUE (room 254).

Date
Signature

Head of Rosaeronaviatsia
Neradko A.V.
Moscow 125993, GSP-3
Leningradskii Prospekt, d. 37, korp. 1
Fax:+7 (495) 231-5533

We are outraged by the class
arbitrariness of the leadership of
FSUE led by director general
Gorbenko V.M. with regards to the
members of the executive committee
of FUATC/R and the representatives
of the local union.

We demand that the union
representatives be immediately
allowed to the premises they are
lawfully entitled to occupy in the
building of the director general of
FSUE (room 254).

Date
Signature

Minister of Transport of the Russian
Federation
Levitin I.E.
Moscow 109012
UI. Rozhdestvenka, d. 1, str. 1.
Fax: +7 (495) 626-93-31, 626-33-32
info@mintrans.ru

We are outraged by the class
arbitrariness of the leadership of
FSUE led by director general
Gorbenko V.M. with regards to the
members of the executive committee
of FUATC/R and the representatives
of the local union.
We demand that the union
representatives be immediately
allowed to the premises they are
lawfully entitled to occupy in the
building of the director general of
FSUE (room 254).

Date
Signature

You are kindly requested to send
copies of the letters of protest to:



Co-chair of the Interregional
Association of Workers Unions of
Russia "Zaschita Truba" - Lev
Gamov (zaschita arz-16@mail.ru)
Secretary of International Relations
of the Executive Committee of
"Zaschita Truda" - Anatolii Pyzhov
(comrade(5jpeterlink.ru)
Chief Editor of "Proletarskaya
Gazeta" - Aleksei Drozdov
fproletarskaya.gazeta@qmail.comi

Dear readers:
We are asking everyone to send

protests to the names listed below in
order to show our solidarity with the
trade union members who are
struggling against the present policy
of the Russian regime.

International Departmenty
Zaschita Truda Union

CHILD LABOR IN
UZBEKISTAN NOW
By Rick Kisseli- BBC News

" An Uzbek rights activist said that
he was beaten up after helping the
BBC investigate the use of child
labor in the Uzbekistan's cotton
industry.

Bakhtiyar Hamrayev said that he
was attacked within hours after
appeaiing on BBC News website
and radio.

The report found out that now
under the preset regime, children as
young as 11 were being taken out of
school and made to help pick the
cotton harvest, The Uzbek
leadership pledged to stop this
practice after some Western firms
started to boycott Uzbek cotton. But
the practice is still going on in many
parts of Uzbekistan.

These children are housed in
inadequate accommodations and
made to pay for their food and most
of them end up in debt at the end of
the cotton harvest.

The present Uzbek state, which
controls the cotton industry, pays
these children about 4 cents per
one kilogram of cotton picked!

The BBC investigation team
visited many cotton growing areas in
the Jizzakh region, and found out
that these children are exposed to
great health risks. Thev have to drink
and wash in the irrgation canal.

92nd ANNIVERSARY OF
OCTOBER REVOLUTION
IN MOSCOW

On November 7, 2009 the March
and Rally was held in honor of the
92nd Anniversary of the Great
October Socialist Revolution in
Moscow. The slogans carried by the
marchers read: "Stop the genocide
of peoplel - Capitalism to the
dustbin of history! - Let the idea of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin live

and win!" There were over 15,000
people marching and the CPRF
leader G.A. Zyuganov addressed the
rally, which was held at the Theatre
Square in Moscow.

Before the Great October march
and rally began, there was ceremony
held and flowers and wreaths were
laid at the Lenin Mausoleum in the
Red Square, plus at monuments to
heroes of the civil war and the Great
Patriotic War.

These actions across Russia were
not so much a holiday as a protest of
anti-capitalist nature.

KOMSOMOLS OF
RUSSIA ARE
ORGANIzING

In Smolensk
there was
organized a
section called
Protiv (Against)
and struggling
against the
present
bourgeois
regime. Their
contacts and
effectiveness is
growing - that
has the regime
worried and
therefore they
are always
harassed and
even arrested.
We wish these
young Soviet
patriots
success!
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SOVIET BLACK African-Russians number about
40,000 citizens who immigrated to
the USSR in the 1920s in order to
escape racism in the United States
as Blacks and as mixed-race
couples.

Yelena Khanga is one of Russia's
best-known Black citizens. She is
the popular host of top-rated 1990s
TV chat shows. Khanga's
grandfather, Oliver Golden, became
a member of the Communist Party
in the USA in order to struggle
against capitalist system,
unemployment and racism.
Although he had a College degree
he could not get a job \n his
profession because he was Black.
He soon left for the Soviet Union
with his Polish-American wife,
Bertha Bialek, with many groups of
Black Americans who immigrated to
the USSR to help build a better life
for themselves and Socialism.

Most of the Black-Soviets went on
to study at Universities, Colleges
and many became famous Soviet
citizens. The most famous African-
Russian is the legendary poet
Alexander Pushkin, who was the
great grandson of an African
brought to St. Petersburg under
Peter the Great in the early 18th

Century. During Soviet times there
were many African students who
went to study in the USSR, which
led to many mixed marriages and
African-Russian children.

There was no racism in the
USSR, since it was a criminal
offense and dealt with harshly.
Many Black African citizens became
prominent in sports and culture in
many former Soviet Republics. Now
in former USSR racism is rearing its
ugly head.

As you can see in photo #1:
African-Russians demonstrate in a
march against racism in the Volga
city of Nizhny Novgood. Photo #2:
can be seen Yelena Khanga hosting
a popular daytime TV show. Photo
#3: taking part in a May Day parade
in Moscow. Some of the African
families
had lived
in the
USSR for
many
generations.



PRESIDENT MEDVEDEV
AND ANTI-SOVIETISM
Abridged from AUCPB

The latest statement by
Medvedev turned out to be in a spirit
of pathological anti-Sovietism, and
crying as to why the CPSU and
Stalin broke up and liquidated the
Fifth Column before the Great
Patriotic War took place. History has
proven over and over again that
without a dedicated and talented
Commander-in-Chief like Joseph
Stalin, German fascism would not
have been defeated and the USSR
would not have been able in such a
short time after 1945 to rebuild the
horrendous ruins and the economy,
and become a world power and a
bulwark against imperialism. Mr.
Medvedev is shedding tears over the
likes of Solzhenitsyn and others who
were the enemies of Soviet people,
and after the numerous anti-Soviet
books were published in the West
and, edited and fixed up by editors
employed by the CIA, Mr.
Solzhenitsyn was no longer useful to
Imperialism and went back to Russia
where no one wanted to even talk to
him.

Hitler was banking on this Fifth
Column inside the USSR to help him
defeat the Soviet Union, but Stalin

and the CC CPSU rounded up these
traitors and sabotaged the plan of
the West and Hitler. Nazism and the
West depended on the support and
agitation of the Fifth Column to do
their undermining work in the USSR
as they did in France, Belgium,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,
Poland, Romania and Yugoslavia.
Stalin foresaw this attempt and the
Soviet Government took steps to
save the country and liquidate these
traitors!

Today in capitalist Russia, with a
population of 141.9 million people,
over 170,000 people are killed each
year due to bandits and the terrible
economic conditions for the majority
of Russian and other people. •

The plan of NATO and the West
as is being exposed, by year 2020
now, Russia must have only 90-100
million people living on Russian
territory! Isn't this Genocide? Is this
what President Medvedev is
supporting?

The present Russian regime of
Medvedev-Putin is corrupted at all
levels. But in order to get $$$ favors
from the West, you have become
more traitorous liars and anti-
Sovieteers. It seems that the more
lies about Stalin, the better you are in
the eyes of the IMF, WB, NATO and
the US White House!

The people hate the present
regime. But they are quiet for now!
But eruption is on the horizon!

NOVEMBER 7th DEMONSTRATION
IN KIEV, UKRAINE

GORBACHEV NOW IS
ADVERTISING LUIS
VUITTON HANDBAGS
This advertising picture was part of a
feature in the Australian Quantas in-
flight Magazine, September 2009.
That's the Berlin Wall in the
background.

When you sink as low and
become so traitorous as Gorby did,
the only stopping point is to be
flushed own the toilet into the sewers
where he and his ilk belong!

Thanks to Mike in Australia



YUSHENKO OF
UKRAINE IS NOW
REHABILITATING
NAZIS

November 19, 2009, President
Yushenko of Ukraine signed into law
the Directive #946/2009 which will
recognize the Ukrainian nationalist
fascists whose WW II army was
helping Hitler against the USSR and
also against Ukrainian people. The
UPA nationalists took a very active
part in murders, sabotage, rape, and
in burning whole towns and villages.

These Ukrainian nationalist
groupings in the OUN were
organized already in Prague,
Czechoslovakia in 1922, before
Hitler came to power in Germany.
Their leader Konovale was in the
German Secret Service and German
Nazis supported and financed these
Ukrainian nationalists, armed and
trained them.

The Ukrainian people are
protesting vigorously against the
present Ukrainian regime and this
law of rehabilitating these war
criminals,

DEATH TO FASCISM!

Dear friends:
We had many requests from readers to publish the original words of

the Soviet Anthem that was adopted by the Supreme Soviet of the
USSR. Below are the original words to the Anthem of the Soviet Union.

ANTHEM OF THE SOVIET UNION

United forever in friendship and labor
A mighty republics will ever endure
The great Soviet Union will through the ages
A dream of a people their fortress secure

Long live our Soviet Motherland built by the Peoples mighty hand
Long love her people united and free
Strong in a friendship tried by fire ^r <JL<
Long may her crimson flag inspire
Shining in glory for all men to see.

Through days dark and stormy
While great Lenin led us
Our eyes saw the bright sun of freedom of all
And Stalin, our leader with faith in the people
Inspired us to build the land that we love

We fought for the future
Destroyed the invader
And brought to our own land the laurels of fame
A glory will live in the memory of nations
And all generations will honor her name.

Long live our Soviet Motherland built by the peoples mighty hand
Long live her people united and free
Strong in a friendship tried by fire
Long may her crimson flag inspire
Shining in glory for all men to see.



INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Members of the Slovak ultra-right
nationalist movement at the 70th
Anniversary of the Slovak State in
Bratislava

FASCIST MOVEMENTS
NOW GROWING IN
MANY COUNTRIES

Since the counterrevolution in
the USSR, fascist groups are now
being organized, financed and
supported behind the scenes by
multinational corporations, by
nationalists of all types and by
religious leaders who are turning a
blind eye to this black plaque.

Appeals to all so-called social
democrats in many countries by
communists to unite against this
danger in some cases go unheeded.
This brings to mind Germany during
1930s when the Communists
approached the Social Democrats for
unity against the Nazis, they were
told: "Rather dead than red! "Hitler
obliged them quickly enough!

In England the people united in
Manchester and routed the fascists
in no uncertain way. Photo taken
from The New Worker

But in former Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Bulgaria where we
have documentation about their
marches, hooliganism, chauvinism,
attacks, killings and outright fascist
ideology - we publish the following
article about Slovakia that was
exposed in the Canadian magazine
MACLEANS, November 2, 2009.

In Slovakia now there is a very
dangerous upswing of Slovak
nationalism that is directly and
indirectly supported by the present
bourgeois Slovak government. The
Slovak nationalists marching in the
streets with signs like "Slovakia
without parasites!" Hungarian
speaking citizens of Slovakia are
being attacked, beaten up and even
killed.

Even tombstones must show a
priority Slovak version. Slovak born
Hungarian young students are afraid
to converse in Hungarian and even
to tell their Hungarian names in
public on buses.

This nationalism gives birth also in
Hungary to have a rebirth of the
reactionary Austro-Hungarian Empire
that collapsed after 1918.

The same nationalism is now

I

growing in Hungary and in the
Czech Republic, where Gypsies are
attacked as well as in Bulgaria,
where the present Nazi movement is
promoted and abided by the present
governments.

All of these fascist-nationalist
movements could not grow, spread
there hate propaganda, attack other
minorities and even have their
leaders in the government, without
the connivance of the authorities and
their support.

Because of the present very hard
economic conditions in these former
socialist countries, the present
capitalist regimes in these countries
will always find a scapegoat and

blame them for the problems and
they organize these nationalist
movements to spread hate and in
this way put the blame on them,
instead of themselves.

Under Socialism these elements
would be charged with hate crimes
and sentenced.

Nationalism plays into the hands
of Imperialism and this is supported
by the religious leaders of practically
all denominations in these countries.

Nationalism leads to fascism!
Nationalism must be struggled

against and it must be replaced by
Internationalism in order to defeat
the main enemy of mankind-
Imperialism!

Anti-fascists demonstrate and stand their ground in Manchester, England



AMERICANS PULL
STRINGS IN AFGHAN
ELECTION

This was the heading in the right-
wing Canadian newspaper "The Sun"
The article was written by Eric
Margolis who is anti-Soviet and an
anti-Communist columnist. We just
quote some excerpts from this
article.

"Henry Kissinger once observed
that being an American ally could be
more dangerous than being an
enemy."

Take the present President of
Afghanistan, poor Hamid Karzai, the
former business consultant and a
"CIA asset" that was installed by
Washington as President. Because
the Americans are now getting their
asses kicked there, they blame
Karzai for its woes and bumbling.

The US Congressional Research
Service has just released that it costs
the US taxpayers $1.3 Millions per
year to keep an American soldier in
Afghanistan.

The United Nations Organization,
which is more and more an arm of
the US foreign policy, has been
brought in to make this vote more
kosher. Canada very quickly joined
this charade. Washington twisted the
arms of President Karzai to allow a
runoff vote - of course under the
guns of foreign occupation troops.

The opponent of Karzai Abdullah
Abdullah who is also in
Washington's pocket, is heavily
involved with men who control
Afghan's booming drug trade.

The answer is for NATO to
withdraw all of its troops and let
Afghans settle their own disputes.

COMMENT:
We could not say it better ourselves!

NOTE OF PROTEST FROM THE
BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF
VENEZUELA TO COLOMBIA
October 24, 2009

The Ministry of People's Power for
Foreign Affairs of Venezuela
expresses its most vigorous protest
to the Colombian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs due to the statements issued
by the Colombian Defense Minister

Gabriel Silva, regarding the
possibility of the free transit of drug-
trafficking airplanes through
Venezuela towards Central America.

Venezuela's fight against drug
trafficking is now internationally
recognized. The last 19th Meeting of
Heads of National Drug Law
Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA),
held in Porlamar, Nueva Esparta,
represents the undeniable
commitment of the Venezuela's
government regarding efforts to fight
drug trafficking. It additionally ratifies
Venezuela's cooperation to the
success of this fight.

We reject these statements by the
Colombian authorities and we
consider this as cynical and
disrespectful attitude against
Venezuela and try to mask the
current Colombian government's
failure to fight effectively against
drugs. It also serves to justify the
hand-over of Colombian territory for
the purpose of establishing US
military bases.

Our government and people
demand respect from the spokesmen
of the Colombian government and
also demand the stopping of this
sort of aggressive and unfriendly
behavior against our country.

TOP US OFFICIAL RESIGNS IN
PROTEST OVER AFGHANISTAN
By Robert Naiman
http://www.iustforeiqnpolicv.org/nocle/383

A top U.S. official in Afghanistan
resigned in protest of the war, the
Washington Post reported October
27, 2009. "I have lost confidence
and understanding of the strategic
purposes of the United States'
presence in Afghanistan" Matthew
Hoh said in his letter of resignation.

Most Afghans, he wrote, are
fighting the US because our troops
are occupying their villages and
valleys, where they, the Afghans are
not welcomed or allowed to go there,
and, where the corrupt US-backed
government is rejected by the
Afghan people.

"What are our troops dying in
Afghanistan for? I want the American
people to call their Congressmen
and asked that question of them!"
Hoh asked in his letter of resignation.

YANKEES GO HOME NOW!

WHY IS AMERICA ARMING
INDIA NOW?
From Asia Security Monitor, Oct 12
2009

In another sign of military
cooperation and strategic interests
of the United States, Washington has
agreed to sell to India an advanced
new Airborne Early Warning Aircraft,
the Hawkeye E-20 .

What is noteworthy said the Asia
Security Monitor is that the US Navy
itself still has not put these planes
into operation themselves!

Defense cooperation between
India and the US has grown by leaps
and bounds since the thaw in late
1990's. This is a plan by Pentagon to
control this volatile region under the
soft belly of Russia.

The Ambassador of India to the
US, Meera Shankar said that India
has placed over $3.5 Billion work of
military orders last year and it will
grow much more in the future.

India is being armed! Pakistan is
being armed! Why? Of course it's the
policy of divide and rule and profits
from both sides of any conflict by
Imperialism!

CONDENSED NEWS ITEMS
FROM ISRAEL-PALESTINE
From Michael@opperskalsaki.ogg

NO MORE A PASSIVE
FACILITATOR OF FRUITLESS
NEGOTIATION
, For too long, our voice, the voice of
mainstream progressive Jews of
America, has been absent from the
political playing field. We come here
to Washington, DC to make it clear
that most American Jews favor a
two-state solution and
comprehensive regional peace. Most
of us oppose the expansion of Israeli
settlements on Palestinian lands. We
do not want the USA to be a passive



facilitator of fruitless negotiations.
No, we have had enough, talking
about talking. We want action and
we want a resolution. We want this
conflict to end!
http://www.kibush.co

EUROPEAN LAWYERS DRAW UP
A LIST OF SUSPECTED OFFICERS
OF GAZA CRIMES

Lawyers of Britain Netherlands,
Spain, Belgium and Norway have
been collecting information on these
Israeli crimes. All of these countries
have laws allowing the issuance of
arrests against citizens suspected of
war crimes.
http:://www.ghaaretz.com

STOP US TAX MONEY FLOWNG
TO JEWISH SETTLERS

None of this information is made
public that all the money that is
collected and sent to Israel is going
to the Jewish settlers on the
Palestinian lands to assault their
Palestinian neighbors and setting the
Palestinian fields and olive groves on
fire.
http:://www.kibush.co

PALESTINIANS DENIED WATER
Israel is denying Palestinians

access to clean and safe water -
stated Amnesty International,
According to a 112-page report,
Israeli water restrictions
discrimimates against Palestinians in
the occupied West Bank. In Gaza,
Israel's blockades have pushed the
already ailing water and sewage
system to a "crisis point".

FOR A THIRD
CONGRESS OF THE
PC (AP)

Clearly the Third Congress of the
PC(AP) seeks to become an
important milestone for the unity,
advance and " strengthening of
proletarian ideas, of the Communists
in Chile. It is not a minor or purely
symbolic matter that the call for the
Congress was made on January 1,
2009, for it was precisely in January
1, 1922, when at the final Congress
of the Socialist Workers Party (POS),
the majority of the delegates took up
Marxism, overcame mutualism, the
assembly system and social-
democratic points of view, and
became a new organization superior
to the previous one, giving birth to
the old Communist Party of Chile.

For 27 years we Marxists-
Leninists of Chile, of the PCE(AP),
have held high the banners raised on
January 1, 1922, which have today
been abandoned by the leadership of
those who are united under the
name of the "Communist Party of
Chile". They not only hide but openly
distort the principles of the
foundation of the old CP, but they
even deny that Congress. In fact, this
revisionist leadership was not even
ashamed to claim that the Congress
only served to change the name of
the organization and for some time
they have celebrated at the days of
the foundation of the CP that of the
old and mutualist POS. They have
denied the whole struggle waged in
succession by Luis Emilio
Recabaren, Ricardo Fonseca and
Elias Lafferte among other Chilean
Communists to build an authentic
Communist Party of Chile.

The Third Congress of the PC(AP)
is clearly seeking to make a
contribution to the ideological,

political and also organizational
strengthening of the International
Communist Movement. A relevant
role will be the deepening, in a
scientific manner (we have to
emphasize what is scientific, to break
with the idealization that have
caused so much damage to
communism),of the understanding of
the previous revolutionary
experiences, such as the Paris
Commune, the Bolshevik Revolution
of Lenin and Stalin, and the
succeeding Revolutions that were
headed by communists in Albania,
China, Korea, Vietnam and Cuba, as
well as in those countries that made
up the former USSR and Eastern
Europe.

We have a great treasure house
of experiences, of successes and
mistakes, which we communists
have to assume as our own. Those
experiences and the Communist
Parties and leaders involved should
not be deified or demonized. We are
speaking here of Communists, not
opportunists such as Trotsky, Tito,
Krushchev and the whole long list of
those former and current minor
acolytes, about whom it is not
necessary to waste paper by writing
their names.

It is urgent, vital, to continue
advancing in our unity, for the
peoples and thus to achieve new
advances towards power, so that
new victorious proletarian revolutions
will reaffirm the socialist and
communist future of humanity!

BLACK IS BACK!
From the newspaper
'Turning the Tide" Culver City, USA.

On November 7, 2009 in
Washington, DC, there was held an
anti-war rally to challenge Obama's
regime's war on Africans and
oppressed peoples around the word.
It was organized by the Black is Back
Coalition for Social Justice, Peace
and Reparations.

Black is Back is not simply a
slogan for the African Diaspora, but
for all progressive struggles which
have historically benefited Black-led
movements.



IMF & WADE
ARE CORRUPT

On October 31, Senegalese
immigrants gathered in front of the
IMF Building to chant "Wade & IMF
are corrupt", "IMF & World Bank
enough", "Wade demission", "Wade
in Jail" to denounce the Wade
government's farewell gift of
$200,000 given to the departing IMF
representative. The Senegal
president said that he hosted a
special dinner at his palace for a
departing International Monetary
Fund representative - only to have a
top aide erroneously send him off
with nearly $200,000 in cash as a
goodbye gift and not a bribe.

Wade, the 83-year-old leader of

Senegal, has come under increasing
criticism for corruption allegations.
He recently changed the constitution
to alter the length of the presidential
term from five to seven years. Last
month, he announced that he
planned to run for a third term -
meaning that he could be in office
well into his 90s.

He has dismayed former
supporters through ostentatious
displays of wealth, including renting
numerous suites in a luxury hotel in
Switzerland this summer for his
annual vacation. His Swiss holiday,
which one newspaper claimed had
cost the government at least $1.6
million, came at the same time that
Senegal suffered devastating rains
that flooded entire neighborhoods,
causing some 264,000 people to
lose their homes.

Even though the money was
returned to the Senegalese

government, it is clear that the
peoples who are victims of the flood,
of higher cost for essential basic
services like water, food, electricity,
health, education, transportation etc.
won't get any support from Wade. He
doesn't care about peoples' lives but
he cares dearly about the IMF &
World Bank satisfaction.

The International financial
institutions that are dictating their
policies to our countries corrupt their
local agents, the local governments,
with aid in order to get in return the
green light to exploit our resources
by privatizing the public sector for big
profits. They are not developing our
countries with their aid-prescriptions,
they are under-developing our
countries. Wade and his regime are
representing their colonial system

Fallou Gueye
Union of African Workers /Senegal
www.rtasenegal.org



IRANS' NEWSPAPER ATTACKS
CHINA OVER SHODDY GOODS
From newspaper Aftab-e-Yazd

This rebuke comes because of
growing concern by Iranian people
who are questioning the tremendous
influx of "tow quality Chinese
products to Iran at the cost of
destroying the country's textile
industry."

The newspaper charged that China
imports oranges from Israel and then
sells them in Iran. China also
produces Iranian flags without
getting approval from the Iranian
government. The newspaper also
criticizes the government for allowing
China to control the Iranian oil
industry in Iran. Meanwhile China
votes with' US, Britain and France at
the UN condemning Iran!

TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF IRISH WORKERS
PROTESTED
From Reuters, November 6, 2009

DUBLIN
Irish trade unions led tens of

thousands of workers last month in
street protests against the
government plans to cut spending in
the 2010 budget at the expense of
the workers.

The Irish Congress of Trade
Unions said that the demonstration in
Dublin and other towns and cities in
Ireland will persuade Prime Minister
Cowen to bring the deficit down by
2017.

There is very strong opposition to
the proposed budget. The trade
union protestors demanded that the
Prime Minister cleanse the banking
sector thoroughly.

The ICTU President Jack
O'Connor told the protestors that the
number of protestors that gathered in
Dublin was more than 70,000 and
that altogether over 80,000 people
protested all across Ireland.

IMPACT, Ireland's largest public
sector union, wants the country's
310,000 public servants to join in a
24-hour General Strike held on
November 24, 2009.

DETERMINED STRUGGLE BY
PEOPLE OF TURKEY GETS
GULER ZERE RELEASED
From http://www.mlkp.info
info& mlkp.info

Guler Zere, political prisoner
accused of being a member of the
DHKP-C is set free after spending a
very long time in a Turkish prison,
despite the fact that she suffers from
cancer. Campaigns and actions for
her release have continued for many
months, demanding her release by
the Turkish authorities.

The Turkish Medical Association
demanded the "right to bid farewell
and to be at peace" for Zere. She
was in prison for already 14 years
and had been sentenced to 34 years.

The protestors drew attention to
the fact that nearly 400 political
prisoners have been severely sick
and 36 of them have terminal, cancer.
Zere is now deaf and practically blind
due to the deplorable conditions in
prison.

The Peoples Front organized a
hunger strike as well as the Youth
Federation members also went on a
hunger strike.

As a result of the actions by a
above mentioned organizations and
the Justice and Development Party;
Democratic Society Party and the
Socialist Platform of the Oppressed,
on November 5, 2009 report saw
Guler Zere released.

CHAVEZ SUMMONS
VENZUELANS TO DEFEND
THE COUNTRY
CARACAS - November 8, 2009

President Chavez summoned his
people to be alert and get ready to
defend the country if it will be
necessary, given the strategic
presence of the United States in the
region, now that this country has
signed an agreement to have access
to the naval, air and land bases in
Colombia - Prensa Latina News
reported.

"The best way to avoid war is
being prepared," warned Chavez
during his regular Sunday radio
program.

This Agreement that was signed

gives the United States the right to
have 800 troops and 600 American
civilian contractors who will all have
diplomatic immunity and cannot be
subject to any Colombian laws.

Venezuela suspended bilateral
relations with Colombia last July 28,
2009. An oil expert, Fernando
Travieso said that this is the US
strategy and its allies to control the
Venezuelan crude oil reserves.

There are 23 US Military Bases in
the Americas that date from the time
when these puppet governments
consented to their creation in the
Latin American countries.

THE BERLIN WALL
CELEBRATIONS?
Condensed from articles by Alan
Maki in the US and Victor Grossman
in Berlin, Germany

Why is it that so few people
understand the implications as to
what was Hillary Clinton. Henry
Kissinger and Brent Scocroft were all
doing in Berlin in November of this
year on the 20th Anniversary of the
fall of the Berlin Wall?

The mainstream US media was
filled with her talk to the Atlantic
Council in Berlin after receiving the
organization's "Freedom Award" as if
this Atlantic Council is some kind of a
European organization when it is
nothing of the kind.

The Atlantic Council is the
mouthpiece of Wall Street and big
business - a think tank providing
leadership to US imperialism. For
years the Atlantic Council fostered
and promoted the cold war against
the Soviet Union with the intent
of destroying Socialism - the same
was for GDR - East Germany.

In essence this group of
Americans were patting themselves
on the back, giving each other
"Awards" for destroying Socialism -
and unfortunately, accomplished
quite a bit for Washington and Wall
Street - of course with the help of
the internal traitors in the former
socialist countries.

Alan Maki asked some very
pointed questions like:

"Why is it that members of the
CPUSA hardly know anything about
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the Atlantic Council? Then again,
how is it that the head of the US
Young Communist League could get
on the ABC talk radio network
program and telling the host of the
ABC Radio and its listeners that the
CPUSA is willing to work in coalition
with the reactionary anti-socialist

John Birch Society for constitutional
and civil liberties? And to this date,
that radio program remains on the
CPUSA Website without any
explanation?"

Victor Grossman in a very
insightful article made the following
pertinent points:

" / hate to sound like a grouchy
Grinch here in Berlin as the radio
and TV are celebrating the Fall of the
Wall," (Mr. Grossman could have
asked the questions as to why was
this wall built and mention that the
city of Berlin was inside the German
Democratic Republic (Editor). He
also could have asked the question
as to where in the world is the
LONGEST WALL built now? (US-
Mexican border).

But as a Socialist that lived in the
GDR, I wonder as to why no one in
the media asks the following
questions?

* Why does no one recall that it was
GDR that proposed unity during
postwar years, but West Germany
always rejected it. It was only after
West Germany set up its own
government that was immediately
recognized by USA; formed its own
army, joined NATO and insisted on
regaining all the territory that Hitler
had conquered, that the GDR
stopped proposing reunification.

* Why is it that no one mentions that
the GDR had no unemployment, no
homelessness, free education, free
medical care, child care and a stable
standard of living, despite the trade
embargo and sabotage by Western
agents who were smuggled into the
GDR?

*Why is it not mentioned that the
GDR was built as a bulwark against
fascism and led by some death camp
survivors. This was in contrast to
West Germany whose military brass
diplomatic corps, academia, police
and courts and some top
government officials who were Nazis
and many of them were hidden war
criminals. The Giant corporations

that helped Hitler to power were
still there, and when the Berlin Wall
came down and there was no longer
the GDR, they marched eastward
and established their economic rule
in the East as it was under Hitler.

Their armed forces were now
fighting in Africa, the Near East and
now in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Yes this Berlin Wall euphoria
means nothing to the working people
that are losing jobs, due to the
monopolies that build up Hitler and
Nazism, are still there in power, like
Nokia, Opel-GM, Siemens, pharma-
plus, and weapons makers more
than ever before... despite the
government sweet smiles about
Freedom and the downfall of the
Berlin Wall."

THE MASSACRE AT
FORT HOOD-USA
By DAHR JAMAIL-Truthout/Op-Ed

The US military operates through
indoctrination. The soldiers are
programmed to develop a mindset
that resists any acknowledgement of
injury or sickness, be it physical or
psychological. As a consequence,
tens of thousands of US soldiers
continue to serve, even being
deployed to combat zones like Iraq
and Afghanistan - despite physical
or mental injuries. According to US
military records obtained, over
43,000 US troops classified as "non-
deployable for medical reason" have
been and are being deployed to
Afghanistan and Iraq nevertheless.

The recent atrocity at Fort Hood,
USA, is an example of this. Major
Nidal Hasam had worked as a
Counselor at Walter Reed Hospital,
hearing countless stories of
bloodshed, horror, killings, rape and
death from dismembered US
veterans from the occupation of Iraq
and Afghanistan. He did not yet
serve in Afghanistan or Iraq, but this
Major was overloaded with
secondary trauma, coupled with
ongoing and constant harassment
for being a Muslim - even though
he was born in the US! This, along
with other factors, contributed
towards Hasam falling into
desperation that was so deep that he
killed his fellow soldiers. This is
indicative of fissures running very

deep into the crumbling edifice upon
which the US military stands.

There are hundreds of these cases
of suicides or going AWOL, which
the military tries to hush-up, until
there are suicides reported by the
media or outright killings.

It is soldiers like these that the US
military will use to fill the ranks of the
next Obama "Surge" into Afghanistan
or Iraq - which looks like its going to
be another 34,000 US troops!

EXPLOITATION OF
CHILDREN IN CAPITALISM
UNITY-Communist Party of Ireland

The many characteristics of
globalized capitalism invariably
results in different degrees of human
exploitation, but none is worse than
the use of child labour to produce
goods.

Globally there are an estimated
218,000,000 children between the
ages of five and fifteen labouring for
up to 16 hours per day. Children as
young as five are using pesticides,
working with caustic or toxic
chemicals, using dangerous
machinery, labouring in the
construction, manufacturing and
agricultural industries, without regard
to their health, safety or welfare.

The worst forms of exploitation -
the pornographic industry, slavery,
debt bondage, prostitution, serfdom
and child soldiers go to make up a
significant portion. Global child
exploitation has dramatically in
increased over the past quarter of a
century.

Now in former Soviet republics the
exploitation of children in prostitution
and trafficking is on the rise, while
under Socialism this was abolished
and the culprits were sentenced.

Many large food and agricultural
producers in both Europe and the
United States are making huge
profits from child labour.

Even though the ILO or the
Elimination of Child Labour Program
are trying their best to stop this
exploitation, they however ironically
place at the core of this project the
very organization that has created
most of these problems for the child
labour in the first place - the World
Bank!
From the Communist Party of Ireland -
Betty Sinclair Branch
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A MOMENT KARL MARX
WOULD HAVE RELISHED!

In October of 2008 the world
financial leaders sat in a room in
New York under the guidance of the
International Monetary Fund and like
scolded school children that made a
mistake, as the financial world
crashed around them.

Lecturing them was the IMF Chief
Domique Strauss-Kahn, a leading
French "socialist" and a one time
Marxist in the Union of Communist
Students in France.

These IMF masters of the
universe hung unto every word about
Marx and his devastating analyses of
capitalism-monopoly. These so-
called undisputed financial giants
who were the undisputed masters of
the universe after the fall of the
USSR and Socialism, before would
have scoffed at this lecturer, but
now, they hung on to every
potentially world-saving word written
by Karl Marx!

But these financial giants could not
overcome their greed and could not
really believe the message of Marx
that capitalism is and will eventually
dig its own grave and suck them
deep into oblivion!

Meeting at Damascus,
October 10-11,2009

The Arab International

Congregation on Golan Heights was

held at Damascus on October 10-11,

2009. The programme was at the

initiative of the Arab International

Center for Communication and

Solidarity, and the Popular

Commission for the Liberation of

Golan, with the purpose of focusing

the world's attention towards the

Israeli occupation of Golan that

violates all international covenants

and resolutions. About 300 delegates

from all five continents attended. The

programmed started with the Plenary

Session held at Quonaitira city in

Golan Heights, close to the border of

the occupied territory. There were

eight speakers in the Session

including Ramsey Clark and Manik

Mukherjee, President and General

Secretary respectively of the

International Anti-imperialist and

People's Solidarity Coordinating

Committee (IAPSCC). All speeches

were translated into English. All the

speakers condemned Israel's

occupation of the Golan Heights

through aggression and its atrocities

in the occupied land. Syria's

inviolable territorial right on Golan

Heights was endorsed, and the

demand was voiced for unconditional

return of Golan Heights to Syria. The

delegates then returned back to

Damascus and in the afternoon of

October 10 and October 11 they met

and discussed in Workshops held at

Hotel Sahara. The discussions were

in Arabic; unfortunately there were

no English translations. We are

waiting for the written proceedings in

English. The Arab International

Declaration of Qonaitira (in Arabic)

was adopted at the Congregation

and on October 11 a delegation

traveled to the border of the

occupied land and the Declaration

was read out. People assembled on

both sides of the border to hear it.

On October 11 a meeting of

Ramsey Clark and Manik Mukherjee

with Mohammed Saeid Bekheitan,

Assistant Regional Secretary of Al-

Bath Socialist Party of Syria was

arranged. We told him about the

background of the formation of the

IAPSCC at the International Anti-

imperialist Conference at Calcutta in

2007. We narrated how we had

worked for it for many years and told

about the earlier history of the

formation of the All India Anti-

imperialist Forum and the number of

Anti-imperialist Conferences

organized by it. We mentioned about

the 2nd Conference which was held

jointly with some other organizations

at Beirut in 2009 (Beirut International

Forum), which was very widely



attended; a delegation from the Bath

Party of Syria was also present. We

said that the objective of IAPSCC

was primarily to promote and

coordinate anti-imperialist

movements in different countries so

that a powerful global struggle

against imperialism develops. We

are exploring and trying to expand

the activities of IAPSCC to many

countries. We would like Syria to be

associated with our Committee. Our

programme and objective were

appreciated by Mr. Bekheitan and he

asked us what were the difficulties

that we were facing. Manik

mentioned that that the principal

difficulty is financial. The Committee

depends entirely on contributions

and donations from the common

people. The corporate houses or the

imperialist powers would not give us

any help, nor do we ask for any help

from them. Ramsey said that it would

be good if Syria would agree to host

the next International Anti-imperiaiist

Conference of IAPSCC. Syria has

not only a strong anti-imperialist

stance, it has a progressive pro-

people government and ruling party.

Hence we conveyed this request

from IAPSCC. Mr. Bekheitan

promised that they would discuss the

proposal and let us know their

decision.



OPEN FORUM

INFLUENCE OF
RELIGION IN THE
ITALIAN STATE
By DOMINICO SAVIO-PCIML

Italian Marxist-Leninist
Communist Paty supports with all
its ideal and political forces the
current struggle of survival and
civilization of the "temporary
persons"of school in defense of
their job place, a struggle that we
hope will take soon the class and
revolutionary character to win the
current tough battle but also to
build the perspective of the new
socialist society, so that the
shame and inhumanity of the loss
of labor are forever erased from
the history of mankind.

The teachers of religion,
appointed by Vatican and paid by
the Italian people have been
readmitted by authority to the
ballots in the schools trampling
on the principles of the lay
democracy, even bourgeois, of the
Status of law and neutralizing a
sentence by the Administrative
Judiciary.

The bourgeois, clerical and
dictatorial government of center-
right of Silvio Berlusconi with the
consent of the center-left and the
signature of the President of the
Republic Giorgio Napolitano - who
as former communist was elected
President of the Italian Republic,
which is of bourgeois, capitalist
and clerical nature - with an act of
sovereignty, through a new
regulation on the assessment of
students accepted by a
Presidential Decree, has restored
the will and the power of the
Catholic Church in the Italian
public school.

Previously with a long service,
published on August 14, 2009 on the
website of Italian Marxist-Leninist
Communist Party at www.pciml.org
to the item "the Comment of the day
of Domenico Savio", we have
extensively discussed about the
relationships between State and
Catholic Church in Italy and
particularly the sentence of the

Regional Administrative Court of
Lazio which have accepted the
request presented by representatives
of other religions consisting in the
abasement of the allocation of
formative credits related to the
frequency of the time of Catholic
religion for the school leaving exams
and not to admit the teachers of
Catholic religion to participate fully in
the deliberations of the Council of
class concerning the granting of
credit school to the pupils who opt for
such teaching.

Against such sentence,
respectful of the principles of laity, of
Italian State compared to any
religious confession and of religious
pluralism enshrined by our
Republican Constitution,the
ecclesiastic hierarchies of over Tiber,
the most conservative sectors of
Italian Catholicism and the
government representatives of
center-right and center-left.were
thrown violently. It is simply
outrageous that representatives of
the Government of the Republic
criticize and undermine a sentence
of a constitutional power of the State,
is the strongest evidence of
arrogance of a political power,
allergic to the plurality of powers,
which are the guarantee of
democracy and freedom, and to the
laity of the Italian State compared to
that one of Vatican.

Like this the dictatorial
government of Silvio Berlusconi,
allergic to the laity of State and to the
religious pluralism expected by the
Constitution and respectful and
reverent toward the demands of the
Holy See, accepting the demands of
conservatives and clerics of the
center-right and center-left with an
act of authority, worthy of dark times
of our country, and using the new
regulation on the assessment of
students has literally flipped the
situation, has restored the previous
situation and has neutralized, that is
deprived, the sentence of the TAR of
Lazio. Such regulation - implemented
by a Decree of the President of the
Republic Giorgio Napolitano, who as
former communist has been elected
President of the Italian Republic,
which is of bourgeois, capitalist and
clerical nature - has reintroduced the
allocation of formative credits related
to the frequency of the time of
catholic religion for the school

leaving exams and has reinstated
the Catholic religion teachers to
participate immediately and fully in
the deliberations of class Council
concerning the granting of credit
school to the pupils who opt for such
teaching.

Therefore we see a sentence of
the Administrative Judiciary rendered
ineffective by an authoritarian act of
the government, we see a conflict
between state powers that humiliates
and tramples any democratic rule
and independence among the
various state judiciaries, a State that
has renounced its autonomy and
independence compared to a
religious confession and to a foreign
State, represented by the State of
Vatican, a parliament in which almost
all bows to the claims of privileges, of
the Holy See holding them in
legislative acts; a predominant
culture of the State of obedience and
subservience to will of the Catholic
Church, all this testifies the tragic
end of the dignity of the national
independence of the Italian people!
While the government and
parliament bourgeois indulge the
ever-increasing demands of
privileges and of legislation favorable
to their dogmatic and conservative
positions of the Holy See, at the
same time when government and
Ministry of Education do not lose
time to restore power to about
15,000 teachers of religion involved
in public education and appointed by
the Vatican, that is engaged without
competition, and paid with the
pockets of Italians and while the
Ministry of Education denies the
continuity of employment to tens of
thousands of administrative and
operational teachers, from north to
south and the islands, desperate
masses of temporary workers of the
school without perspective of
employment encircle the Ministry of
Education, the regional

superintendentships and the
provincial education offices claim the
right, after decades of instability, to
be able to continue to work in order
to live with their families. Already the
center-left had predicted massive
cuts in the school, now the center-
right has passed to the unworthy and
inhuman work to remove the job to
citizens with no perspective and that
for this reason they are desperate
and destroyed in their lives.

Dear workers of the arm and
intellect, but you realize the cruelty,
brutality and unprecedented violence
of the social and economic order and
of the capitalist State, where the
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government of the industrial,
agricultural and financial capitalists
and of multinationals decides
tyrannically to throw literally on street
tens of thousands of employees of
the school and when they protest
and claim their right to be able to
continue to work and live, they risk,
as seems is about to happen in
those hours in Naples, that the same
despotic State power denounce them
to the Court for having urged the
work. We wonder ourselves if the
current State, with its coercive
powers, don't be tyrannic and violent
as was that fascist one, moreover
then as now continues to dominate
the capitalist political power! And it is
not true that the State has no money
to pay these workers, the truth is that
the taxes imposed on the community
are routinely used to support in
various ways the accumulation of the
Italian Marxist-Leninist Communist
Party has sided with all its ideal,
political and revolutionary strenghts
at the side of the "temporary
persons" of the school in fight to
defend their jobs. It is a brave and
decided struggle that we support but,
however, must involve all bourgeois,
political, clerical and capitalist power
of center-right and center-left, which
must attack all political Parties and
their elected members accomplice of
the policy of impoverishment of the
Italian public school on behalf of that
private Catholic one, that must
defeat and isolate the trade-unions
now all bourgeois and of regime - we
must take into account that even
those basic ones do not have a class
and revolutionary vision of the
situation to put an end definitively
and historically to all forms of
precarious employment and in all
human activities - pulling them above
all the monthly grants and that must
become a class and revolutionary
struggle to win better today and to
build the perspective of the new
socialist society, where every man
and woman since birth have
guaranteed the health care at the
highest levels reached by science,
the free study since the highest
degree of education, the work after
the studies, housing, leisure and
existential serenity, in short, a life
worthy to be lived.

This is our sincere ideal and
political commitment of consistent
Marxist-Leninists currently engaged
at the side of the fighting workers of
the Italian school.

* Secretary General of P.C.I. M-L
domenicosavio@pclml.org

CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS?
WHY DOES PALAU
ALWAYS VOTE WITH
THE U.S.?
From GRANMA- November 2009

The only country to join the USA-
Israel duo against the overwhelming
majority of countries at the UN
General Assembly that recently
rejected and condemned the USA
blockade of Cuba, have as their

Ambassador to the UN one Stuart
Beck, a Jewish lawyer from Long
Island, NY, who is also an Israeli
citizen.

Palau Islands were given to the
US after WWII, by the UN into trust
territories. This US trusteeship
supposedly was to end in 1994 and
this 20,000 population was
supposed to become independent.

United States has established a
military base there and is ruling this
archipelago as a colony and using its

membership in
the UN as a tool
to vote with the
US as told to do
so. Of course this
US citizen, with
Zionist
convictions
represents Palau
in the United
Nations.

Besides his
function at the
UN, Beck is now
- simultaneously
- Palau's
Ambassador to
Israel and always
supports the US
and Israel in its

its expansion into Palestinian lands. It is no wonder that the "Jerusalem
Post" July 26, 2006, published an article with laudable frankness: "Palau
is Israel's best friend at the UN!"

" IMMENSE MAJORITY OF SCIENTISTS DISBELIEVE IN RELIGION, BUT
THEY CONCEAL THE FACT IN PUBLIC, BECAUSE THEY ARE AFRAID OF
LOSING THEIR JOBS AND INCOMES" -Bernard Russell
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To the working class, the working
people and the oppressed peoples
around the world!

November is the 20th anniversary
of the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the
bourgeoisie is carrying on its
umpteenth attack on communism
and the working class, peppered with
the stalest historical falsifications.

It has been 20 years in which the
ruling class has tried to divert the
aspirations for change of the working
class and peoples with demagogic
promises of a "new world order" and
lies about the "end of socialism," to
prevent any attempt at resistance,
revolt, discussion of or doubt in the
capitalist system.

As a result of the events of 1989,
the imperialist propagandists
announced the end of history, that
ideologies were finished, obsolete
(except obviously those of the
bourgeoisie), that the revolution is a
thing of the past, and that therefore
there is only one direction for
humanity: the one based on private
property of the means of social
production.

Since then, together with
presenting the developments in
Eastern Europe as the "defeat of
communism," they have imposed the
neoliberal policy, the "right to
interference," "preventive wars" for
the reconquest of the world by the
U.S. imperialists. The bourgeoisie
has strengthened its offensive
against the working class and
popular masses to increase their
exploitation and the looting of the

peoples by imperialism.

The revisionists and social-
democrats are currently divided
between those who cover
themselves with ashes and those
who alter and distort the facts that
led to the fall of the Wall. In recent
years many of them have shifted
further to the right, showing their
ideological and political weakness,
and others have gone directly over to
the enemy camp. Others advocate
that it is no longer time for revolution,
that one must go along with the rules
imposed by the bourgeoisie, or must
limit oneself to reforms, and they
condemn the communist and
revolutionary forces who oppose the
situation that has been created and
are reorganizing and retaking the
road of struggle.

The communists know that the
fall of the Berlin Wall has not meant
the collapse of proletarian socialism;
it has been the final stage of a
process of destruction of the
dictatorship of the proletariat and of
capitalist restoration by the
revisionism that began in the 1950s
and 1960s in the USSR and in most
countries of the East. The collapse of
the so-called "real socialism" has
meant the collapse of a
superstructure which did not
correspond to the existing relations
of production, but because of its
external features in "socialist" theory
it has helped to sow confusion,
leading to an ebb and the loss of
positions of the working class.

The fall of the Wall does not
overturn the validity of Marxism-
Leninism as a revolutionary theory,
but has completed the parabola of

the revisionist ideology in Eastern
Europe. It has not resolved the
principal contradictions of our time
but has led to their worsening, as
evidenced by today's reality.
What have we actually seen in the
last 20 years?

Instead of overcoming the
economic, social and political
obstacles that hold back the
emancipation of mankind, we have
seen even higher walls raised
against the exploited and oppressed.

Walls that separate the financial
oligarchy, which lives in luxury and
wastefulness, from the great masses
of men and women who create all
wealth with their labour, without
benefitting from it because they are
forced to suffer the yoke of intense
exploitation, unemployment,
precariousness and poverty, only
receiving charity from the bourgeois
governments.

Walls between a handful of
imperialist powers and the
dependent countries subjected to
brutal looting of their resources,
forced into underdevelopment and
condemned to hunger.

Walls represented by
obscurantism, ignorance, religious
oppression and bourgeois
cosmopolitanism, which serve to
keep the workers submissive and
ignorant.

Walls such as the one raised
against migrants between the U.S.
and Mexico, in Europe, in the
Mediterranean, or the one built by
Zionism in Palestine, the one
maintained by imperialism in the
Korean peninsula and many others.

What has been the result after two
decades of promises thrown to the
four winds by the ruling class?
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They promised "economic
growth," but we have seen the
unprecedented extension of
parasitism and speculation,
economic and financial crises that
are more and more frequent and
deeper, up to the present one, the
most serious and destructive crisis of
the last 80 years, which is the
manifestation of all the problems
accumulated previously.

They guaranteed "freedom and
democracy", but these hypocritical
words were soon transformed into
the enhanced dictatorship of a group
of imperialist countries and financial
monopolies, into an even fiercer neo-
colonial domination to which
hundreds of dependent countries
and nations are subjected, into
coups d'etat such as the ones that
took place recently in Honduras and
in Africa, into the suppression of the
rights of the workers and of
democratic liberties in many
countries, into police States that are
increasingly authoritarian and fascist.

They promised a "world of
peace," but the imperialist powers,
headed by the U.S., have re-
enforced their arsenals and military
apparatus, they have unleashed a
succession of wars of aggression
and acts of real terrorism that have
cut down hundreds of thousands of
victims, and they have intensified the
rivalries between the imperialist
countries and monopoly groups for a
new division of raw materials, of
markets and spheres of influence,
thus increasing the risk of a new
world conflict.

They spoke of "protection of the
environment," but we see that the
search for maximum profit has
devastated the ecosystem and made
evident that capitalism, with its desire
for pillage, is incompatible with the
very existence of humankind.

And what about the situation of
the countries of East European who
have "returned to freedom"?
Starvation wages, mass

unemployment, the elimination of
social gains, economic catastrophe,
increased mortality, crime,
prostitution, most servile
subordination to the interests of
Western imperialism or, in the case
of Russia, affirmation of the most
reactionary chauvinism in order to
assert the same imperialist interests.
Is it to be wondered if in these
countries today there is a growing
"nostalgia for socialism," that is for a
social system superior to capitalism,
which made great achievements in
spite of the continuous imperialist
aggression, until revisionism
undermined it from within and then
caused it to collapse?

In these 20 years the working
class, the working people and the
majority of the peoples have not
surrendered in spite of the blows
they have suffered, they have not
accepted wage slavery and
imperialist oppression in silence. The
ebb in the class struggle has
gradually given way to a greater
resistance and a new rise in the
political and social struggle, which is
expressed in different ways in
different countries. In particular in the
last decade we have seen an
important process of renewal of the
struggles, significant advances of the
workers and peoples, despite the
increasing aggressiveness of the
bourgeoisie.

History did not end with the fall of
the Berlin Wall; on the contrary there
has been an evident acceleration.
The struggle of the social classes,
which is the motive force for the
achievement of communism, is
advancing together with the
communist and international workers
movement. The protagonists of the
struggle for social transformation are
arising and are prepared for battle!
This also concerns the bourgeoisie
which, twenty years after the
proclaimed "death of communism,"
has to exorcise it continuously, to
denigrate and criminalize its ghost, in
order to prevent the proletariat from
recovering its revolutionary theory.

All this shows that the alleged
superiority and invincibility of
capitalism is a lie, that the reasons
for the revolution and socialism
continue to be as present and valid
as ever.

Today we are in an international
situation that is very different from
that of 1989. The bourgeoisie is in a
disastrous economic crisis as a
result of the laws of capitalism, and it
does not have answers for the needs
and aspirations of the workers and
peoples. It is more vulnerable than
before, and there are many weak
links in the chain of its rule.

The current crisis of relative
overproduction, interrelated with the
general crisis of the imperialist-
capitalist system, will last for a long
time, revealing to the masses the
true face of the bourgeoisie: a class
which has long ago exhausted its
historic role, but which is still calling
on the workers and peoples to make
the "necessary sacrifices" to ensure
its survival and privileges.

While the governments are taking
huge sums of money from the public
treasury to serve the capitalist
monopolies and the banks,
unemployment is constantly growing,
wages, pensions and social services
are being dismantled, and therefore
the workers are falling into misery
and hunger. The offensive of the
capitalists is taking ever sharper
forms, the bourgeoisie and their
governments are launching their
attack against the political and
economic gains achieved at the cost
of hard struggles. Fascism is
advancing in many countries,
promoted by the most reactionary
groups of financial capital. New
robbers' wars are being prepared.

This situation shows the
incompatibility of interests between
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie
and places before the working class
and the working masses the urgent
need to form a united front of
struggle against the capitalist
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offensive, political reaction and
imperialist aggression.

The main obstacle that today is
hindering the formation of the united
front is the policy of class
collaboration followed by the social
democratic parties and the yellow
unions, the real social props of the
bourgeoisie. They promise the
masses a "reformism" already put
out of use by the inexorable laws of
capitalism, they put a break on and
divide the workers' and trade union
movement, they divert it towards
parliamentary cretinism and they
open the doors to the reactionary
forces.

To remove this obstacle, to fight
effectively, the workers need to unite
in order to intransigently defend their"
economic and political interests,
advancing a concrete program of
action against the bourgeoisie:
against layoffs, the decline in wages,
cuts in social spending, so that the
consequences of the crisis fall on the
bosses, the rich, the parasites. They
must intensify the fight against the
capitalist offensive in the factories,
the countryside and the streets,
organizing a broad international
counter-offensive, so that the
proletariat and peoples will not be
sacrificed for the economic interests
of the capitalists!

At the same time, the communists
and revolutionaries must unite all the
genuinely democratic, progressive
and left-wing forces, to give impetus
to the anti-imperialist and anti-fascist
struggle, to encourage the trend
towards change that is developing in
the world, particularly in Latin
America and Asia, to develop
solidarity between the peoples.

The parties and organizations of
the ICMLPO, together with the
political and social forces that
support the present call, put forward
to the masses the problem of the
revolutionary solution to the crisis of
capitalism. Faced with the measures
taken by the bourgeois governments,

with the illusions sown by those who
propose to "regulate" a social order
in decomposition, the communists
state that the evils of imperialism
have no cure, that the only solution
to the general crisis of capitalism is
proletarian socialism, a planned
society of the producers.

Therefore, while we take part and
in and support the increasingly acute
forms of struggle under the blows of
the crisis, while we cooperate in their
organization, pointing out that the
workers must refuse to bear the
consequences of the crisis, we say
that the situation will get worse if the
proletariat and peoples fail to
accumulate forces to respond to the
attack and to fight to overturn the
dictatorship of the exploiting classes,
for a new and higher social order.

Twenty years after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, the socialist revolution
has once again become a problem
that must be solved by the
consolidation and the formation of
strong communist parties that raise
the banner of Marxism-Leninism, the
flag of the October Soviet
Revolution, the flag of the world
proletarian revolution!

EAST GEEMNANS LOST
VERY MUCH IN 1989
By BRUNIDE LA MOTTE
Guardian newspaper, UK Nov/ 8/09

On November 9, 1989 when the
Berlin Wall came down I realized
that German unification would soon
follow, which it did a year later. That
meant the end of the German
Democratic Republic (GDR), the
country in which I was born, grew
up, gave birth to my two children,
gained my Doctorate and enjoyed a
fulfilling job as a lecturer at Potsdam
University. The union brought
wealth for some, but it also brought
social breakdown, widespread
unemployment, blacklisting, a crass
materialism and an "elbow society"
as well as demonisation of the
country I lived in and helped shape
it. Despite some advantages, for
most it was more a disaster than a

celebratory event.
Here are just two eMy best friend,

a foreign languages teacher, lost
her job and was then blacklisted
because, at the time the wall fell,
she was teaching at the GDR Law
College. She wasn't a member of
the Party or a political activist. After
much searching she managed to
find a job helping students who were
excluded from school, because their
parents were working in the GDR
Government.

My brother who has a PhD in
Philosophy of Science, lost his
research job at the GDR Academy
of Sciences, and ever since has
only been able to find odd low-
paying temporary jobs.

After the Wall was torn down more
than 85% of industrial enterprises
were sold to private firms in West
Germany. More than 1.7 million of
hectares of agricultural and forest
lands were sold off and 80% of
agricultural workers lost their jobs.

In 1990 the GDR economy
plunged into bankruptcy when the
hasty "currency union" was imposed
by the West. The results were that
the GDR export products rose in
price by 450% overnight and were
no longer competitive and thus the
West gained more markets at the
expense of GDR and the working
people who became unemployed on
a massive scale.

In the GDR everyone had a
home, a guaranteed job, health care
and all benefits that the socialist
GDR gave to the people. After the
unification close to 3,000,000 claims
by non-GDR citizens were made on
the GDR citizens' homes! Most of
the GDR citizens lost their homes to
West Germans that were abetted
by the West. Scores of GDR citizens
committed suicide when they were
evicted from their homes that they
and their children grew up in.

That's the price of the forced
reunification and the sell off by
traitors like Gorbachev and others!

OPPORTUNISM IN THE
COMMUNIST PARTIES
IS A VERY VALUABLE

SERVANT TO U.S.
IMPERIALISM!
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From the Belly of the Beast

Michael Moore's Love
Affair With Capitalism
-A Movie Review-

Award winning documentary film
maker, Michael Moore's new film,
"Capitalism: A Love Story," exposes
much of the criminal character of the
current socio-economic system in the
USA. And it does so, in his usual
popular style. But the movie also
reflects the fact that Moore has not
gotten over his love affair with
capitalism yet.

In "Roger and Me," "Bowling for
Columbine" and "Sicko," Moore has
demonstrated a real willingness to
expose the greed of the U.S. auto
company titans, the violence that
permeates the very fabric of U.S.
imperialist society and the barbarity
of the U.S. health care system as
compared with health care delivery in
Canada, England, France, and most
compellingly, Cuba. Equally
impressive has been his ability to
portray these subjects in a manner
that the people of the USA can
understand and embrace. As the son
of a retired auto worker from General
Motors' historic citadel, Flint,
Michigan, Moore has an
exceptionally good feel for what
culturally keeps the working people
of the USA loyal to their corporate
masters. And his films have
contained dramatic visual elements
and political-social events that help
to tear apart the ties that bind the
U.S. population to U.S. imperialism.

Once again, in the new film,
Moore picks out some outrageous
examples of "capitalism run wild" in
the USA. For example, he highlights
the brilliant effort by U.S. Airways
pilot, "Sully" Sullenberger, whose

skillful leadership was key to saving
the lives of his entire crew and all
passengers with a bold landing in the
Hudson River. Captain Sullenberger,
a proud union man, is then shown
using his new found fame to testify
before Congress how airline pilots
are having their training and their pay
so drastically slashed that it is a
growing safety problem in the airline
industry. Moore provides proof of
this, pointing to the poorly trained
and poorly paid pilots whose plane
crashed in Buffalo, New York a few
months later, while the pilot and co-
pilot were preoccupied discussing
their financial woes.

Moore draws attention to the
cozy relationship that existed for
some years between a few
Pennsylvania judges and the private
company that runs the local juvenile
detention center, from whom the
judges received kickbacks.
Privatization of this prison resulted in
these bribed judges locking up
innocent youth, for many months at a
time, in order to keep the facilities
filled and to maximize the company's
profits. What shamelessness driven
by greed!

In the film, Moore wraps yellow
crime scene tape around Wall Street
headquarters of financial companies
complicit in the meltdown of the U.S.
economy in 2008 which have been
the beneficiaries of multi-billion dollar
bailouts from the U.S. government
since. He tries to make a "citizen's
arrest" of the criminal chieftains of
these corporations. He also identifies
a number of Democratic politicians
and appointees who have been
accomplices of the Bush-Cheney
Republicans in this theft of the U.S.
national treasure "in broad daylight"
on behalf of their Wall Street
billionaire bosses.

All these scenes are thought-
provoking and provide some "fresh
air" of truth to a U.S. population
anesthetized by alcohol, prescription
and street drugs and a stupefying
TV-led monopoly capitalist mass
media.

At the same time, Moore presents a
number of positive dramatic images
and situations which show some
hopeful signs in the initiatives of
working people. He raises the fact

that workers in the USA spend eight,
ten or twelve hours a day under the
dictatorship of their bosses. He
promotes workplace democracy and
successful worker-run cooperative
businesses. Moore also focuses
much attention on the Sit-down
Strike of Republic Windows workers
in Chicago in December 2008. And
he is supportive of their small but
democratic union, United Electrical
Workers (UE). He points out that the
people of the USA, at a moment
when their anger at the banks and
corporations was at its height, were
sympathetic with the strikers who
won their demands for all their
contractually provided severance
benefits. All these reform struggles,
highlighted in the film, are positive
and worthy of support.

However, Michael Moore claims
that he hopes his new film,
"Capitalism: A Love Story," arouses
the people of the USA to abolish
capitalism here. And it is important to
note that Moore falls seriously short
of his stated goal.

During the 2004 U.S. Presidential
election, our organization called for
U.S. voters "to cast their vote against
the twin parties of U.S. imperialism,
Tweedledum and Tweedledee. Cast
a protest vote." One of the three
alternative recommendations we
made was: "Write in 'Michael Moore'
in tribute to his 'Fahrenheit 9/11" film
that has helped educate more U.S.
working class and oppressed
nationality folks about Bush's War
than all of us on the U.S. left
combined!" We did add, however,
"But shame on him for endorsing
Kerry." ("The 2004 U.S. Presidential
Election and the Question of
Fascism," Ray O' Light Newsletter,
September 2004)

It turns out that Moore's
endorsement of multi-millionaire
John Kerry, the Democratic Party
candidate, was more than a
momentary or incidental political
weakness. For, once again, in the
2008 U.S. presidential election,
Moore endorsed the Democratic
candidate against the Republican.
And this time, the man he endorsed
was a man of color, with some
notable educational achievements,
and with an apparently dignified and
wholesome Black family; the
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candidate was also from much more
humble origins than George W.
Bush's fellow Yale University Skull
and Bones society member, John
Kerry. All these personal attributes
have endeared Barack Obama to
Michael Moore.

Now, with Obama as the sitting
President and with Moore's
persistent defense of Obama, how
can Moore effectively call for the
elimination of capitalism in the USA
today? He cannot.

Among the inaccuracies,
omissions and distortions of this film
that render it a plea, not for the
elimination but for the continuation of
capitalism, albeit in a fairer, more
peaceful form, are the following:

(1) Moore separates the politics from
the economics of the capitalist
system rather than recognizing that
the heart of capitalism is dialectically
interconnected political-economy. He
claims to desire the elimination of the
capitalist economic system; yet he
buries the struggle for political power
that it entails. Rather than
recognizing the strategic role of the
working class in the elimination of
capitalism, through the struggle for
workers power against the capitalist
state, Moore's film limits the role of
the working class to the struggle for
economic reforms such as worker-
cooperatives.

(2) Moore separates the abolition of
U.S. capitalism from the abolition of
U.S. Empire, in contradiction to the
teachings of Lenin that imperialism is
the last, dying and highest stage of
capitalism. His petty bourgeois
conception of U.S. capitalism is a
throwback to the earliest days of the
United States two hundred years
ago, or, even further, to the earliest
days of new and rising capitalism in
feudal Europe. He focuses entirely
on the USA and its people, as if the
U.S. economy is not totally
interconnected with the rest of the
U.S.-led global capitalist economy.
In the film, for example, the
imperialist wars in Iraq and in
Afghanistan are not explained as
flowing from the essence of the U.S.
capitalist system. They are
addressed only in the way they affect
the people of the USA, burying the

impact that the capitalist system in
the USA has on the workers and
oppressed peoples of Iraq,
Afghanistan and so many other
lands. The Obama Regime's
expansion of the war in Afghanistan
and into Pakistan is, of course,
omitted. This is social-chauvinism.

(3) Moore never mentions the role
of the Soviet Union, whose
tremendous domestic
accomplishments during the period
of the last Great Capitalist
Depression, leadership of the global
alliance that defeated German
fascism and its Axis allies in World
War II, and leadership in the creation
of a socialist camp, point the way to
a socialist future for humanity.
Instead, capitalist Germany, the
current Chinese state, and a few
other capitalist states, are held up by
Moore as current models of a more
efficient and less brutal capitalism
than the USA in relation to the auto
industry, etc. Indeed, more civilized,
more democratic capitalism is the
limit of Moore's vision for the USA.
When asked if he is a Social-
Democrat, Moore replies that he is
for democracy. (He is clearly a
social-democrat by world standards.
, And his evasion of this label reflects

his fear of the extreme political
backwardness of the U.S. population
after decades of U.S. Empire, i.e. of
U.S. imperialist hegemony, and the
consequent parasitic and corrupt
culture of U.S. society.)

(4) Moore's film never exposes
Obama and the current Democratic
administration. He does expose the
fact that, in the current capitalist
crisis, Democratic politicians as well
as Republicans and the financial
advisors associated with them,
including Robert Rubin, Lawrence
Summers and Timothy Geithner,
have loyally served the corrupt
finance capitalists of Wall Street who
today rule the USA. But Moore omits
the striking and crucial fact that
Obama appointed these very Wall
Street stooges to oversee the U.S.

economy, causing a seamless
monopoly capitalist transition from
the discredited Bush Administration
so as to continue "bailing the finance
capitalists instead of jailing them!"
Quite an omission!

(5) Moore's blind spot with regard to
Obama is far from personal,
however. At the end of The Nation
interview with Moore, interviewer
Naomi Klein praises Elizabeth
Warren, the chief bailout
congressional watchdog, who comes
across as a woman of integrity in the
film. Klein says, "She's kind of like
the anti-Summers. It's enough to
give you hope, that she exists."
Moore's response: "Absolutely. And
can I suggest a presidential ticket for
2016 or 2012 if Obama fails us?
[Ohio Congresswoman] Marcy
Kaptur and Elizabeth Warren." [my
emphasis] Thus Michael Moore, who
supported John Kerry in 2004 and
Barack Obama in 2008, is
announcing ahead of time that he will
support the Democratic candidate for
President in 2012 or 2016 even if
Obama betrays the peoples trust. So
much for Moore's call for the
elimination of the capitalist system in
the USA!!

Early in the same interview, Klein
raises, "that most people favor
universal healthcare, but they
couldn't rally behind it because it
wasn't on the table." In response,
Moore gently criticizes Obama for
choosing "to take a half measure
instead of the full measure that
needed to happen. Had he taken the
full measure---true, single-payer,
universal health care—I think he'd
have millions out there backing him
up." Likewise, if Moore was not "half-
stepping" on Obama and the
Democrats, his stated desire that the
film arouse and rally the people of
the USA to "eliminate capitalism"
could have been quite effective.

CONCLUSION: Michael Moore's
latest film, "Capitalism: A Love Story"
is not a proletarian revolutionary film;
it does not rally the working class
and the oppressed peoples within
the U.S. multinational state to fight
for the end of capitalism and the
establishment of a Socialist USA.
However, the film does raise the
fundamental notion of the "evil"
character of the capitalist system and
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the idea of ending this system.
Consequently, it is a valuable
educational and organizing tool in
the fight for justice for working
people, for the abolition of the
capitalist system and the
establishment of a socialist USA.

Those of us who genuinely
desire the elimination of the capitalist
system from the USA and the world,
and are willing to work toward that
end, have a responsibility to utilize
Michael Moore's latest film,
"Capitalism: A Love Story" in the
revolutionary cause. As we struggle
to win the hearts and minds of the
workers and the oppressed for the
revolutionary struggle for a Socialist
USA and a socialist world, let's invite
our friends and co-workers to go to
the movies with us. Let's discuss
with the workers and the oppressed
the pros and cons of this agitational
and educational film. In this way, we,
and not Michael Moore, can make
the film a vehicle for the elimination
of the capitalist system.

[This article is adapted from the main
article in Ray O' Light Newsletter
#57, "'American Exceptionalism' in
the Obama Era."]

A CASE FOR A
SOCIALIST WORLD

By Thomas De Castro
tdecastro@rogers. com

It was ordained in our early
bourgeois culture and we are
conditioned to think only of our
personal immediate interests, and to
give alms to the rest of society, if
need be, but not much else. It is
direct of a deeper social, economic
consciousness and it reflects the
essential ethos of predatory
capitalism/imperialism, with its laser-
like concentration on the immediate
returns - to the investor- from his or
her investments. Little else matters in
that world. Capitalism permeates our
culture of greed, acquisitiveness and
conquest, and, historically, it
prompted - and continues to
promote - supremacy over all and
sundry by any means necessary -by
war, famine, trade embargo,
genocide, etc.

Another world is not only possible
(read Marx-Engels-Lenin and Stalin-
Editor) but is absolutely necessary
now. I am convinced that that world
will be a socialist world, wherein life
beyond our narrow personal
economic interests is well worth
living for.

Today in our capitalist/imperialist
world...every six seconds a child
dies of hunger... the world
undernourished population have
surged past 1,000,000,000 people,
including 200,000,000 children...for
the first time in history!

These people and children starve
because they are poor, and they are
poor only because of
capitalism/imperialism. As Michael
Parent wrote: "It is wealth that creates
poverty!"

Former Marine Major Smedley
Butler (1881-1940) when speaking to
an American Legion Convention in
New Britain, CT. on August 21, 1931,
reflected on his career. His remarks
stunned the audience and hardly any
newspapers dared to report on what
he told the audience:

" I spent 33 years...being a high-
class muscle man for big business of
Wall Street and the American
Bankers. In short I was a racketeer
for capitalism...

I helped purify Nicaragua for the
international banking house of Brown
Brothers in 1909-1912. I helped
make Mexico and especially
Tampico safe for American oil
interests in 1916. I brought light to
the Dominican Republic for the
American sugar interests in 1917. I
helped make Haiti and Cuba a
decent place for the National City
Bank boys to collect revenue in. I
helped in the rape of half a dozen
Central American republics for the
benefit of Wall Street!

In China in 1927 I helped see to it
that Standard Oil went its way
unmolested...I had a swell racket. I
was rewarded with honors, medals
and promotions. I could give Mr.AI
Canone just a very few hints. The best
Capone could do was to operate a
racket in three US cities. The US
Marines and myself operated on
three continents!"

Capitalism is the problem and it
leads to fascism. Thank you Major
General Butler!

WE ARE ALL SURVIVORS OF
GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR
By O.G. BASHANON

What the Soviet Youth is doing as
was seen in the last issue of NSC in
Arkangelsk most progressive people
would support, because the defeat of
the present Russian regime is of
outmost importance, not only for the
Soviet people, but for the whole of
mankind.

Historically, we are all survivors of
the Great Patriotic War. If it were not
for the sacrifices of the USSR,
millions more human being would
have been eliminated as "inferior" by
the fascists and exterminated.

It is inspiring to think that this
vision of Socialism that inspires the
people to plan the future struggles is
what has to be promoted, supported
all over the world - because it is the
young people, young revolutionaries
that are springing up in former USSR
and in many other countries of the
work that all of humanity depends
upon.

Northstar Compass should try to
publish more photographs of the
youth that struggled in the Great
Patriotic War in order to give
inspiration to all young people that
the struggle must go on and that the
future belongs to Socialism for all of
mankind.

As capitalism disintegrates in the
21st Century, it is the youth that will
express this revolution in many forms
- in all sciences, environment,
economics, politics, and military
tactics - all expressing the need to
overthrow capitalist exploitation and
throw off these chains of oppression.

We must try to gain unity in our
struggles - because struggling alone
against a united enemy does not
produce victory. The struggle against
Imperialism must cross all borders,
all the nationalities, as well as all
political boundaries if the working
class shall gain victory.

There are enemies outside and
also inside all of the progressive
movements all over the world -
prime example was inside the CPSU
and the USSR as well as other
former Socialist countries.

I have realized by reading NSC
that the deadliest poison, the worst
enemy of Socialism, is not the
enemies outside the socialist camp -
although they are deadly. The most
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serious, the most dangerous
enemies of Socialism that are
supported, financed and abetted by
capitalism - is revisionism, within
socialism itself!

The revisionist traitor within the
Socialist movement wears a mask of
proletarianism, feigns concerns for
the poor and pretends to oppose
capitalism. If he or she is able to get
into the leadership, they then begin
to slowly besmirch socialism, come
up with other pseudo-socialist ideas,
"new socialism" project and all other
lies and hate about necessity to
change the capitalist system.

No one will be forgotten, nothing
will be forgiven when the time comes
to pay for the traitorous deeds of all
the revisionists that are now being
supported by $$$ by Imperialism

Victory will be ours!

COMMENT:
The two excellent articles had to be
shortened or space reasons only.



FRIENDSHIP NEWS
CANADIAN FRIENDS OF SOVIET PEOPLE CELEBRATED THE
82ND ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT OCTOBER REVOLOTION

In Toronto, at the Friendship
House where the auditorium was
filled with people who came down to
celebrate this great day in the life of
not only the Soviet people, but of the
whole mankind.

The Carpathian Room was
decorated with Soviet posters,
photographs and a very festive air
prevailed as Soviet music was
playing as the guests were talking
and getting acquainted with each
other.

The tables were all decorated with
red table clothes, Canadian and
Soviet flags, plus a flag of Cuba in
honor of our guest from the Cuban
Consulate in Toronto.

Michael Lucas, Chairman of the
International Council and Editor of
NSC opened the festivities with
words of welcome and then read
some of many greetings to this event
from the All Union Communist Party
of Bolsheviks - Nina Andreeva,
General Secretary. Words of thanks
were read from Andrei Yakovenko,
Soviet political prisoner from Donetsk
Region, Ukraine. This was followed
by greetings from the Union of
Communist Youth of Yugoslavia -
the greetings were accepted with
great applause.

Jorge Sorenson, Council of Cuba
spoke about the history of the USSR
since 1917 and the great help that
the Soviet Union rendered Cuba all
these years and what Cuba is doing
now, despite the embargo and
American provocations.

This was followed by a member of
the CFSP Pavel Krasnov, who spoke
what it was like to live under
Socialism and what the Soviet
people have lost with the demise of
the USSR.

Phil, the organizer of the YCL of
Canada spoke about the 1917
Revolution and what it means to the

whole world and how it is up to the
young people to organize and
struggle for Socialism and the rebirth
of the USSR

After that there followed an
excellent performance by young

people of the Azar Dance and
Music Ensemble who thrilled the
audience with their dances from
Azerbaijan and Georgia. They had to
do encore after encore to the delight
of the audience.

There followed a raffle of great
Prizes, as well there as a display of
NSC, newspapers and two tables full
of Soviet memorabilia.
A very goof Buffet was served and

many toasts were drank to the Great
October Revolution and for Peace.

The evening ended with the
playing and singing of the
International.





US FRIENDS OF SOVIET PEOPLE CELBRATION OF THE 82nd
ANNIVERSARY OF GREAT OCTOBER REVOLUTION

On Sunday, November 15, 2009, the US
Friends of Soviet People (USFSP) publicly
celebrated the 92nd Anniversary of the
Bolshevik Revolution and the foundation of
the USSR. The meeting was held at the
LGBT Community Center in lower
Manhattan and many people attended.
Festivities commenced under a banner
reading "Unity in Defense of the Soviet
Union and Socialism - Keep the flame of
international friendship and peace burning!"

USFSP Director Dr. Angelo D'Angelo
chaired the meeting. He opened it by
reading the USFSP's solidarity statement,
which
affirms our belief in the ongoing need for
Socialism to defeat the present capitalist
system of 'globalization'.

Participants watched a 10-minute excerpt
from the film "Mission to Moscow" produced
in 1941. The film was made to show
Americans during WWII that the USSR was
our ally. The film does this by showing the
utter difference between the Nazi fascism
and Soviet socialism, unlike the propaganda
today equating the two. Those in attendance
than watched excerpts from Dr. Angelo's
public access television show "Soviet
Classics Revisited."

There was then an open discussion, in
which those present both reminisced and
suggested further reading and other
materials on the historical truth about the
USSR. All of the participants enjoyed the
cake while the well known Russian-
American comrade Alex Krasheninikov
played traditional Russian songs on his
accordion. The proceedings closed with a
video clip set to Paul Robeson's famous
rendition of the Soviet National Anthem in
English - while all the participants sang
along.



SPECIAL FOR NSC

END ISRAELI OCCUPATION OF THE
GOLAN HEIGHTS
By Manik Mukherjee, General Secretary International Anti-Imperialist
and People's Solidarity Coordinating Committee

The history of Israel is a history of

deception, brutality, aggression and

annexation; it is a history of

oppression and deprivation of the

people of Palestine. We have to

remember that Israel was born

through the conspiracy of the

imperialist-Zionist axis. After the

Second World War when national

liberation movements were surging

ahead in Asia and Africa, including in

the countries of the Middle East, the

Anglo-US imperialists felt the

necessity of having an outpost in the

Middle East, a region rich in oil

resources, to implement their geo-

political designs. They needed a

regime to play the role of a

gendarme for crushing the anti-

imperialist national liberation

struggles in West Asia, which might

have overthrown the imperialist

control on oil resources. A Jewish

state of Israel backed by the

imperialist powers would fit the bill.

After the terrible persecution under

Hitler and the killing of millions of

Jewish people in the gas chambers,

the Jews had the sympathy of the

whole world. The imperialist powers

cunningly exploited the world's

sympathy for the Jews to implement

their nefarious design against the

people of the Middle East, and

sought to confuse world opinion by

talking about the necessity of a
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homeland for the Jewish people.

With the imperialists' support the

State of Israel was founded in a

region where the Palestinians had

been living for centuries. Long before

the actual founding of the state of

Israel, the Zionists had drawn up the

plans for a Jewish state which would

be for Jews only, a state that would

either be totally cleansed of the non-

Jewish people or in which the latter

would have to live as minority

second class citizens. From its very

inception this has been the state

policy of Israel. Even before 1948,

the Haganah, the underground

organization of the Jewish Agency,

and the Jewish terrorist groups Irgun

and Lehi organized attacks and

terror bombings in Jaffa, Haifa and

Jerusalem. Many Arab villages were

attacked; in several villages the

inhabitants were brutally massacred,

as at Deir Yassin, or forced to

evacuate. In May 14, 1948 the

Zionist leaders announced the

formation of Israel, and through the

war that immediately ensued, they

grabbed much more territory than

that allotted to Israel under the

original UN partition plan. Resorting

to terror and massacres they drove

out more than 700,000 Palestinian

people, that is, about 80% of the

native Arab population, and razed to

the ground over 500 Palestinian

villages. The neighbouring countries

of Syria, Lebanon and Jordan

became the shelter for 4 million

Palestinian refugees.

Historically the Golan

Heights along the northeastern

border of Israel had always been a

part of Syria. In 1949 at the end of

the Israel-Arab war the agreed upon

armistice line left the Golan Heights

under the control of Syria with a

demilitarized zone along the border

with Israel. Under the Israel-Syria

Armistice Agreement the armed

forces of both Parties were to be

totally excluded from the

demilitarized zone in which no

activities by military or paramilitary

forces would be permitted. Under the

Agreement, the Jewish and Arab

villages were to coexist, protected by

police forces drawn from their

respective communities. This

Armistice Agreement was meant to

be temporary, pending a peace

treaty. Syrian President Hosni Zaim

offered a full peace agreement in

return for concessions on Palestinian

land, but Israeli Prime Minister David

Ben-Gurion turned him down.

The Golan Heights is

strategically very important because

it commands the lower areas in

Israel, Syria, Lebanon and Jordan



and also controls the water

resources of the region. Hence Israel

had its eye on this terrain and border

skirmishes between Syria and Israel

were frequent even after the

Armistice. The former Israeli

General, Mattityahu Peled admitted

that more than half of the border

clashes before the 1967 war "were a

result of our security policy of

maximum settlement in the

demilitarized area". Finally through

the Six-Day-War in 1967 Israel

militarily occupied a major part of the

Golan Heights (ca. 1300 sq km),

though after the Yom Kippur War of

1973 Syria could recover about 100

sq km of this occupied territory.

Israel tried to justify its preemptive

strikes in the 1967 war and the

subsequent occupation of Golan

Heights, West Bank and other

territories by alleging imminent threat

of Egyptian-Syrian aggressive

attacks. But the real situation was

revealed by Moshe Dayan, the then

Israeli Defence Minister, in an

interview in 1976 (published in

1997), in which he said, "I know how

at least 80 percent of the clashes

there started. ... It went this way: We

would send a tractor to plow some

area where it wasn't possible to do
anything, in the demilitarized area,

and knew in advance that the

Syrians would start to shoot. If they

didn't shoot, we would tell the tractor

to advance farther, until in the end

the Syrians would get annoyed and

shoot. And then we would use

artillery and later the air force also,

and that's how it was."

The whole world condemned

the Israeli occupation as illegal, and

the United Nations Security Council

Resolution 242 called for "withdrawal

of Israel armed forces from territories

occupied in the recent conflict".

Implementation of this Resolution

was again stressed in Resolution

338 adopted after the 1973 Yom

Kippur War. But Israel paid no

attention to any of these Resolutions

and firmly established its control in

the occupied territory under martial

law. The imperialist powers did

nothing to force Israel to abide by the

Resolutions.

Before the 1967 war Golan

had a flourishing agricultural

economy with a population of about

140,000 people. After the war only

7000 remained; 93% of the Syrian

population was driven out and

became refugees. Israel has not

allowed them to return. Most of the

Arab villages and farms were razed

to the ground and the land given to

the Jewish settlers. The provincial

capital Quneitra was leveled by the
Israelis and razed to the ground

before they returned it to Syria after

the 1973 war. The aggressive Israeli

policy of colonization and

establishment of Jewish settlements

changed the demography of the

region, though expulsion of native

population and new settlements in

occupied territories are illegal under

international law. However, the

Syrian community that still remained

in Golan did not accept the Israeli

occupation, and organized in order to

protect its existence and preserve its

land, identity and national pride, and

maintained ties with the Syrian

homeland, though under the

occupation they were forced to live

like second class citizens and were

discriminated against in getting

education or employment

commensurate with qualification. The

occupation led to deterioration of the

environment resulting from the

uprooting of trees, burning of forests,

and the release of chemical residue

from Israeli factories and of waste

from settlements. Israeli authorities

resorted to burying their nuclear

waste in the Golan Heights which

would have catastrophic ecological

impact. The Israeli military deployed

anti-personnel landmines in fields,

often close to, bordering, or inside

inhabited villages, which caused

death and disablement of civilians.

The Golan Heights became a large

Israeli military base, and a vantage

point for launching attacks on

neighbouring Syria and Lebanon.

Though the whole world

considered the Golan Heights to be a

territory occupied by Israel and not

part of Israel proper, in order to give

legitimacy to its occupation Israel

. passed in 1981 the Golan Heights

Law placing anyone living in the

territory, irrespective of origin, under

civilian Israeli law, administration,

and jurisdiction; and it tried to seduce

the Arab inhabitants with Israeli

citizenship. Israel systematically

followed an apartheid-like policy with

respect to the Arab population. They

were harassed in many ways,

subjected to arbitrary detentions,

house arrests and travel restrictions;

households received inflated tax

demands; students were prevented
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from appearing at University

Examinations, teachers were

threatened with dismissal. At the

same time it was unofficially and

repeatedly conveyed that these

difficulties would be removed upon

taking Israeli Identity Cards (IDs).

The Security Council of the United

Nations condemned this move and in

its Resolution 497 stated "that the

Israeli decision to impose its laws,

jurisdiction and administration in the

occupied Syrian Golan Heights is

null and void and without

international legal effect;" and

demanded "that Israel, the occupying

Power, should rescind forthwith its

decision".

Most non-Jewish residents of

the Golan Heights refused to

surrender Syrian citizenship and take

Israeli Identity Cards (IDs). In

retaliation Israel resorted to

repressive measures. In February

1982 the inhabitants responded by

an open-ended General Strike which

lasted over half a year, and was

accompanied by a long chain of non-

violent actions that garnered support

and solidarity throughout the country

and the whole world. The Israelis

answered by* blockading several

villages; their food supply was cut

off, water and electricity was either

stopped or severely reduced,

medical services were denied.

Habeas Corpus was suspended and

people were indiscriminately

arrested, even children. But all these

were unable to break the unity of the

inhabitants and the people were firm

in their resolve. The identity cards

that were distributed by the military
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were burned in protest in the village

squares. Finally, Israel was forced to

retract its decision, and the

inhabitants of the Golan Heights kept

their Syrian citizenship. This was a

significant victory.

The world community has

again and again reiterated that the

Golan Heights is a Syrian territory

illegally occupied by Israel and has

called upon Israel to return it to

Syria. In the Plenary Meeting of .

2006, the UN General Assembly

adopted a Resolution calling upon

Israel "to desist from changing the

physical character, demographic

composition, institutional structure

and legal status of the occupied

Syrian Golan and in particular to

desist from the establishment of

settlements", and "to desist from

imposing Israeli citizenship and

Israeli identity cards on the Syrian

citizens in the occupied Syrian

Golan, and from its repressive

measures against the population of

the occupied Syrian Golan". Again in

a Plenary Session in 2008, the UN

General Assembly voted by 161-1 in

favour of a motion on the Golan

Heights that reaffirmed Security

Council resolution 497, and

reiterated the points mentioned in the

2006 Resolution. Israel's was the

only dissenting vote.

Finally we would emphasize

that just as our struggle is not

against the American people but

against the ruling class of USA and

its policies of exploitation and

aggression, our fight against Israel is

against the ruling class of Israel, in

alliance with imperialists from all over

the world, against its policies of

aggression and annexation. Ours is

not a fight against the Jewish

community or Judaism. There is

class division within the Jewish

community, with proletariat Jews and

bourgeois jews. The proletariat Jews
are as much a victim of exploitation

by the capitalist-imperialists as their

brethren in the other parts of the

world. That is why we are witnessing

that within Israel also opposition to

its policy of aggression and

annexation is crystallizing.

Concerned Israeli citizens have

jointly issued statements

condemning the Israeli brutality in

Gaza and demanding immediate

cessation of the war against the

Palestinians. Thousand have

demonstrated in Tel-Aviv protesting

against Israeli Army's actions in

Gaza. We reiterate that Israel's

aggression is a part and parcel of the

aggression of the global capitalist-

imperialist rulers, particularly of the

ruling class of USA, on the Arab

people. We cannot fight Israel

without waging a battle against

capitalism-imperialism. And in this

struggle we must maintain the unity

of the oppressed and exploited

people. It is an old imperialist ploy to

fan up religious sentiments, ethnic

feelings, nationality sentiments etc.,

to set up one religious community

against another, one ethnic group

against another, one nationality

against another. We must not fall a

victim to this imperialist conspiracy of

'divide and rule'.

SOCIALISM IS THE FUTURE!





BOOK REVIEWS

HOW US IMPERIALISM
MANIPULATES THE
MINDS OF ITS PEOPLE
Based on the book "They thought
they were free- the Germans" by
Milton Mayer

"What no one seemed to
notice... was the ever widening
gap...between the government and
the people...the whole process of
coming into being, was above all
diverting, it provided for people who
did not want to think anyway...it gave
us some dreadful, fundamental
things to think about...and kept us so
busy with continuous changes and
'crisis' and so fascinated... by the
machinations of the 'national
enemies', without and within, that
we had no time to think about this
dreadful thing that were growing little
by little, all around us...

Each step was so small, so
incidental, so well explained or, on
occasion 'regretted, that unless one
understood what the whole thing was
in principle, what all those "little
measures"...must some day lead to,
one no more saw the developing
from day to day than a farmer in the
fields sees the corn growing...Each
act... is worse than the last, but only
a little worse. You wait for the next
and the next. You wait for one great
shocking occasion, thinking that
others, when such shock comes, will
join you in resisting somehow.

You don't want to act, or even talk
alone... you don't want to 'go out of
your way to make trouble'... But the
one great shocking occasion, when
tens or hundreds of thousands will
join you, never comes. That's the
difficulty. The forms are all there, all
untouched, all reassuring, the
houses, the shops, the jobs, the
concerts, the cinema and holidays.
But the spirit, which you never
noticed because you made the

lifelong mistake of identifying it with
forms, is changed. Now you live in
the world of hate an fear and the
people and fear do not know it
themselves, when everyone is
transformed, no one is transformed.
You have accepted things you would
not have accepted 5 years ago, a
year ago, things that your father...
could not have imagined!"

THE GOD DELUSION
By RICHARD DAWKINS
Selected as the Best Book of the
Year in America

We're going to quote from this
book in future issues because it
explains in great detail the fallacy of
religion and the author is not
Communist or even a Marxist, but a
rational scientist and scholar.

If you will remember the great
publicity and danger for the author
Salman Rushdie and his book, here
is his comment on "Religion as ever,
is the poison in India's blood". Here
is his concluding remark in his book.

" What is there to respect in any of
this, or in any of the crimes now
being committed almost daily around
the world in the name of God and
religion? How well, with what fatal
results, religion erects totems, and
willing are willing to kill for them!
And when we've done, it often
enough, the deadening of effect that
results makes it easier for us to do it
again and again.

So India's recent tragedy turns out
to be the world's problem. What
happened in India has happened in
God's name.

The problem's name is God!"



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

By G.G. BASHANOV- USA

I want ail comrade readers of
Northstar Compass know that I will
not give up my struggle for the
dictatorship of the proletariat. I am
following in the footsteps of the
greatest socialist-communist of all
time, Comrade Joseph Stalin, is the
struggle I commit myself to everyday.
It is my goal to identify and try to
purge any and all revisionist
members and readers that I can
identify and drive out of the CPSU!

The resurrection of the USSR is
my number one goal and I will not
give up my goal, even if it should
mean my life. I believe that our
single unifying principle is to uphold
our revolutionary front for the victory
of socialism is to expel all those
suspected of revisionism.

Workers of the world, it is you who
make the tools to enrich the
capitalists. If you create the wealth
with your tools, do not become tools
of the greedy capitalists who repay
your struggles with crumbs. No
compromise with capitalism!

Victory to our future Socialist
USSR now!

With sincere revolutionary love for
our proletarian brothers and sisters
on November 7th the Great October
Socialist Revolution!

FROM VANTAA
FINLAND

Dear friends:
Progressives in October-November

always tried to bring to the people
the great meaning of the Great
October Revolution, so that the
people would see the great meaning
and the great possibility for a better
life for all of humanity.

It was the Russian Bolsheviks that
in 1917 Bolsheviks organized the

Great October Socialist Revolution
that changed the world forever. The
Red flag, the hammer and sickle
became the revolutionary symbols all
over the world.

The gains of Great October are
not lost - the day of the rebirth of the
USSR is coming.

Long live Socialism!
Long live Lenin and Stalin!

A.S. AKHBAR

FROM CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF PCR

Dear comrades:
The Romanian Communist Party

is profoundly attached to Marxist-
Leninist doctrine and Stalinist ideals
for struggle against ferocious
imperialism and capitalism.

The Romanian Communist Party
is a tireless fighter against American
policy of arming peoples, and
expanding NATO tentacles all over
the word with nuclear weapons and
shield, preponderant nowadays in
countries as: Romania, Poland,
Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
aggressively close to the Russian
borders.

The Romanian Communist Party
fraternizes, with all parties who share
the communist and socialist ideals
and creeds, encouraging the
unification of the USSR.

Long live the real power in the
world, ever, our beloved friend -and
neighbor - the SOVIET UNION!

Comradely,
Alexandru Pentazi
General Secretary of the Central
Committee of PCR

FROM AMERCAN -SOVIET
FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY
USA

Dear comrades:
It is always with pleasure and pride

that I receive Northstar Compass in
the mail. I would like to point out that
a column of copy was unfortunately
placed in a wrong sequence in the
last issue. (This was apologized for
in this present issue. Editor.)

When the Berkley Branch of the
Soviet-American Friendship Society
went defunct in early 1990s, the films
fell into the hands of an individual
who became hostile to the contents

of some of the Soviet films on hand
and the USSR and its history.

I was personally involved in
salvaging these Soviet films. The
CPUSA did not dispose of them. In
fact, both members and leadership of
the Party are trying to help save
them.

I am happy that the Canadian
Friends of Soviet People is willing to
help us in saving these films and
helping us to transfer them into
videos and DVDs for posterity.

Personally I was glad to meet all
the comrades at that meeting, and I
look forward to face and overcome
our challenges together and to move
forward!

I remain your comrade, for the
resurrection of the USSR and a
socialist state, and likewise, in its
time, the rest of the world!

Daniel Frontino Elash
Editor, Bulletin of the U.S. Friends of
Soviet People, New York, NY. USA

FROM THE SLAV COMMITTEE OF
THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Dear comrades:
This is to acknowledge receipt of

your "Invitation to Members of all
Communist Parties, Progressive
Organizations and Individuals who
love Freedom, Justice, Equality and
Peace."

I welcome the decision to function
as a united front organization to help
unify, consolidate and coordinate
the anti-imperialist movement to
achieve international cooperation in
building socialism and solidarity with
all anti-imperialist forces against
Imperialism, headed by US
imperialism.

I would like to endorse your
opinion that Socialism had already
proved to be a successful system.
To rebuild Socialism in former
USSR(and not only there) is the
necessary solution for all peoples in
how to improve their living
conditions and the level of life. The
crisis of capitalism is inevitable and
it will repeat in the future.

For our Slav Committee this is
very important to achieve the
improvement of Slavic mutuality and
friendship.

Professor Mirko Svoboda
First Vice Chairman of the Slav
Committee of the Czech Republic
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YOUNG COMMUNIST
LEAGUE OF YUGOSLAVIA
By MARIJAN KIBIK, International
Secretary of SKOJ - Belgrade

Dear comrades,
We would like to use this

opportunity to inform you that our
organization marked its 90th
anniversary in October, anniversary
of progressive struggle for
construction of socialism, for more
just and humane society. During the
90 years of its existence, SKOJ
demonstrated numerous examples of
arts of courage and self-sacrifice.
Even while unselfishly giving their
lives for freedom in the spring of
their youth, SKOJ members didn't
drop the flag of socialism even for a
moment; they rather raised it even
higher while dying in the struggle for
socialism, tor a society in which
rigorous crushing of human dignity
and freedom by capitalism will
disappear. They were dying fully
believing in the victory of peaceful
ideals, ones of democracy and
socialism.

After the breakup of our socialist
homeland and contra revolution that
followed as a consequence of
imperialistic tendencies for abolition
of socialism, actuality of our struggle
got its significance again. Although
the situation in which our
organization found itself is pretty
unenviable, we are witnesses of a
positive trend of increase of young
people who are becoming members
of SKOJ, conscious that they do not
want to hand over their future to the
uncertainty of irresponsible capitalist
barbarity

SKOJ takes part in all bigger
worker strikes which are almost
happening daily in Serbia in the
midst of tragic recession which
additionally multiplied the army of
unemployed. Since the October 5th

contra revolution in the year 2000,
more than half a million workers
were left jobless, which is a
catastrophic figure for Serbia, which
is inhabited by less than 7.5 million

people. Today, the total number of
unemployed exceeds 25%, and to
that figure we can add about 9% of
workers that work but haven't
received any pay for a few months
(in some cases for more than a
year). All of those are tragic
consequences of capitalism, as well
as disastrous privatizations in our
country that was only useful to
domestic tycoons and mafia as well
as big foreign corporations that
bought all domestic companies for
very little money or completely free
of cost. Serbia's foreign debt in the
midst of conditioned necessity of
acquiring it from the institutions such
as IMF, World Bank, European
investment fund, is constantly
increasing and currently exceeds 24
billion US dollars. That is the amount
which is far greater from the debt
that Socialist Federative Republic of
Yugoslavia had just before it was
broken up in 1991. The State has no
maintainable strategy for repayment
of the debt, pushing the country
deeper into the debt slavery.

SKOJ equally gathers youth that
work, study at the university, as well
as youth from high schools. Those
are three basic fronts in which we
are engaged in a daily struggle.

Studying is no longer free as It
was in socialism and it is becoming a
privilege only of the rich. On the
average, amount of registered
students is decreasing by 7% every
year. Average monthly salary in
Serbia does not exceed 300 Euros,
and average tuition fee exceed 2000
Euros. Student strikes occur
sporadically, but often without
greater results. SKOJ takes part in all
significant strikes, under the slogan
"No to Bologna, Yes to Havana!". A
new wave of student strikes is
expected due to the cost of tuition
fees and quota required for fulfilling
the conditions to enroll into the
school year. We are seriously
preparing for participation during
these protests, and we are also
planning the formation of ,"red"
student syndicate in ' our
organization.

High school youth actively works

on spreading our message across to
their peers, which in a short period
of time produced significant results.
Devotion and combativnes of the
high school youth give great hope for
the future struggle.

Anticommunist hysteria today
gets new runs in the period of ever
frequent social disorder and
intensifying general crisis, and has
for its goal to divert working people
from their true needs and communist
idea in general. School books, media
sources of information, film art,
today are transformed into
"prominent position" of informative
war and efficient way for shaping the
crooked picture of the consciousness
of the society, especially youth
consciousness. Turbo capitalism
which was forced upon us after the
collapse of the Berlin wall looks for
it's historical establishment and
justification therefore it needs an
image of demonized socialism,
"which is guilty for everything".
Anticommunist hysteria is not just
the fight against communists, but a
fight against people striving towards
freedom and dignity, denied by
capitalism. We are convinced that
wild anticommunism will not stop our
struggle for socialism, on the
contrary, it will unite us even more
and lead to victory.

One of the main goals of our
organization is increase in its
membership, which is not an easy
task due to heavy media blockade
and difficult financial situation.

SKOJ is under constant media
blockade of the so called free
bourgeoisie media, which
persistently refuse to report any
news about our actions. Last time
we were witnesses of this blockade
in the main city square in Belgrade
when SKOJ organized action
regarding marking the 20 years since
the collapse of Berlin wall. We
wanted to express our regret for the
humanitarian catastrophe in the
whole eastern socialist block, which
was announced by the fall of Berlin
wall in 1989. During the
performance of collapse of the
cardboard wall, which was organized
by the embassy of Germany, we
carried out our protest. Even though
representatives of different
broadcasters that were present



photographed and recorded
complete SKOJ's action, and
although few statements were given
to the reporters of daily newspapers,
not even one broadcaster
transmitted any of the information
regarding this action, despite
promising to do so. During the few
informative broadcasts on television
which had a report about the
gathering in Belgrade, SKOJ activists
could be seen numerous times in
between the scenes, and even
shouting of their slogans could be
heard, but any comment regarding
SKOJ's presence was absent.

Our organization is entirely financed
by our members, without any help
from outside donators. Although
majority of our members is
unemployed in the midst of their
duties in schools and universities and
worker's salaries are not high,
collecting of resources for our actions
and propaganda represent a great
difficulty. Therefore every help to our
organization, in the spirit of the
internationalist struggle is welcome.

SKOJ will continue devoted
struggle for reestablishing socialism
regardless of all the troubles, being
in solidarity with whole progressive
youth in fight against imperialism,
fascism and capitalist barbarism!

With their ideas, the youth will
provide fresh energy to communism,
and communism will rejuvenate aged
humanity.

Dear comrades:
I received several inquiries about the

book review "Love and War - An American
volunteer in the Soviet Red Army". To order
the book, go to www.Amazon.com and click
on Books, then click on "Love and War-An
American volunteer in the Soviet Red Army"
- then click on the photo to order.

Volume 2 is being printed; Volume 3 is
being written. The author just celebrated his
85th Birthday.

Sonia Boshko

We call this change "progress"
Or is it? To understand how this
occurs and then the sweeping
direction towards which change this
is headed, let's first look at the word
"custom", as defined in the
dictionary and the Black's Law
Dictionary:

CUSTOM - American Heritage
Dictionary: (1) a practice followed as
a matter of course among people; a
conventional mode or form of action.
(2) A habitual practice of an
individual (3) Law - a common
tradition or usage so long
established that it has the force of
validity of law.
CUSTOM - Black's Law Dictionary:
a usage or practice of the people,
which by common adoption and
acquiescence, and by long and
unwavering habit, has become
compulsory, and has acquired the
force of law.

In other words, a custom has
legal protection. A custom is not a
law like a voting law; a custom is a
practice that has protection by the
law. As long as the custom is not

interrupted and as long as the
practice is adhered to, it continues
to exist and one is immune from
being sued for engaging in the
custom. Again, even though the
custom is not a law, it has protection
by law.

Let's now examine a word that is a
law: profanity. The profanity law is
well defined in the Black's Law
Dictionary. About 50-60 years ago in
the United States, if someone swore
at you, you could bring charges
against the person and arrest or sue
them for profanity. You would be
able to exercise you lawful right
because the courts provided legal
recourse and upheld the law, as in
this case, when someone violated
the profanity law.

But today, swearing continues to
saturate all forms of the media.
Senior citizens think nothing of
using the latest swear words and
expressions, whether to "fit in" or to
"belong" or to get "accepted' or to
close the gap between generations.
Toddlers and children innocently
mimic and imitate the example set
by their elders. As a result, swearing
(profanity) obscene gestures have
become commonplace. In this
situation, repeated swearing and
acceptance of profanity are
becoming the "custom": (I seriously
doubt that profanity lawsuit would
prevail in the court today).

Have you ever wondered how
certain ethnic expressions came to
be? Specifically, have you ever,
investigated how the expression
"dago" (pronounced daigo) came
into existence? Originally it was a
slang expression that was not mean
to be derogatory and was not meant
to be offensive. It became a very
well understood term with a specific
meaning. This word has an
interesting origin.

In the late 1890's and early 1900's
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a wave of foreign immigrants were
lured to America, because of the
rumor that was spread claiming that
"the streets in America are paved
with gold." Thousands upon
thousands of foreigners left their
families to come to America to work,
but work was scarce. Hundred of
men would gather outside a given
factory and hoped that they would
get picked to work that day. There
were no trade unions at that time or
no contracts in those days to ensure
steady employment, and there were
always more men than jobs
available.

The factory foreman would go
out to the factory yard and hire as
many men as he needed that day-
but how would he pick them?
Neither the foreman nor the men
could communicate with each other
because of the language barrier.
Most of the work for these
immigrants was a day-by-day, pay
as-you-go arrangement.

The foreman would shout to the
men that he needed men to work
and they would get paid "as the
day goes". When the Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian and Slavic
workers hear the foreman say "da-
go" or what sounded like "Diago",
they sensed as favoritism towards
them by the foreman -which of
course was not true at all - and the
workers shouted back, waved their
arms and jumped up and down to
attract attention, hoping to get
picked to work that day. He would
pick those that jumped up and down
and waved their hands. Soon the
other ethnic workers made this
connection and they too began to
respond and shout "Da'go Da'go" to
the foreman who in turn would
interpret that their action meant they
are willing to work "as the day
goes". In fact in order to get work,
a workers wanted it known that he
was a "Da-go.

The last example of the worst
distortion of a word "patriot".
According to the American Heritage
Dictionary: "Patriot" - a person who
ioves, supports and defends his
country". Historically, throughout the
ages, patriots have been defenders
against invaders, against occupiers.
Whether it be an individual
defending his house against an
invader or whether it be a country
defending its homeland against
occupation, the defender is a patriot.

What side you are on does nor alter
who the patriot is or who the
occupier is.

Currently the patriot (the
defender) is called a terrorist!
Then what should we call the
occupier?

We should ask ourselves the
question: Who is now herding the
society into abandoning our
customs? Why are meaning of
words being altered? What is
societies direction? The answer to
these questions can be answered if
you ask yourself just one question -

WHO PROFITS!
The answer my friend is blowing
in the wind!
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